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Baryogenesis through Leptogenesis
1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Neutrino oscillation experiments discover that neutrinos have masses. 
Beyond the standard model.  
Neutrino masses are much less than charged leptons and quarks. Dirac 
masses from Higgs mechanism? Not likely.
One solution: if neutrinos are Majorana particles, i.e., their own anti-
particles, the seesaw mechanism can introduce right-handed neutrinos 
with large Majorana masses. 
They decay into either leptons or anti-leptons via Yukawa couplings. 
The CP asymmetries of these decays result in lepton number 
asymmetry in the universe.               

Lepton number asymmetry Baryon number asymmetry
sphaleron process

If this is true, neutrinos should be Majorana particles. But how do we 
know that? 



Probes: Neutrinoless Double-β Decay
1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

In certain even-even nuclei, β-
decay is energetically 
forbidden, because m(Z, A) < 
m(Z+1, A), while double-β 
decay, from a nucleus of (Z, A) 
to (Z+2, A), is energetically 
allowed.
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• Pairing	is	responsible	for	the	viability	of	

double	beta	decay.

• Smearing	of	the	Fermi	surface	enables	

2νββ in	nuclei	with	a	neutron	excess,	

where	it	is	otherwise	Pauli	blocked.

• Conversion	of	two	neutrons	into	protons	–

should	we	expect	pairing	to	be	relevant	to	

the	matrix	elements?

Pairing	and	Double	Beta	Decay

Some	very	basic	connections	between	pairing	and	double	beta	decay:	
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Fig. 49. Energy and transition scheme for the solar-neutrino CC reaction and the DBD of 100Mo with Ethr = 0.168MeV. Also the single � decay from the
ground state of the intermediate nucleus 100Tc is shown. See text [158].

Table 10
Solar-⌫ CC, SB and DBD rates. Q : Q values in units of MeV. Spp and Stot: pp and total solar-⌫ rates in units of SNU. BSB: Background rate per ton-year for
the single � decays. B2⌫ : Background rate per ton-year for 2⌫�� decay. An energy resolution of � = 0.02 is assumed. The solar-⌫ background rate BSB is
proportional to � [378].
Isotope Q�� (MeV) Q⌫ (MeV) Q� (MeV) Spp Stot BSB B2⌫
76Ge 2.039 �1.010 2.926 0 6.3 0.03 0.005
82Se 2.992 �0.172 3.093 257 368 4.42 0.15
100Mo 3.034 �0.168 3.202 391 539 0.11 1.56
130Te 2.528 �0.463 2.949 0 33.7 0.48 0.01
136Xe 2.468 �0.671 2.548 0 68.8 0.55 0.003
150Nd 3.368 �0.197 3.454 352 524 0.12 1.00

and their capture rates are as large as 300–500 SNU. The group-B nuclei have a large negative Q⌫ value. Then the pp-⌫s are
not captured and the total solar-⌫ capture rates are around 10–70 SNU. The solar-neutrino CC interactionwith a DBD nucleus
is followed by electron emission (e) and � /� decays if the residual state is a bound excited state, and particle (p,n) decays if
it is unbound [377].

We first consider DBD detectors where the sum energy for the e �/� rays is measured. The SB events in the ROI are the
major backgrounds. The SB background rates (counts per ton-year) in case of the energy resolution of �E/E = � = 0.02 are
shown in the 7th column of Table 10. The rates for 100Mo and 150Nd are as small as 0.1 /ton-year even though the solar-⌫
capture rates are high. This is because the DBD ROI is very close to the end-point energy of Q� . The 2⌫�� tail (counts per
ton-year) also contributes to background in the ROI, as shown in the 8th column of Table 10.

The DBD signal rate in a typical case of the IH neutrino mass of m⌫ ⇡ 20meV and of the nuclear matrix element
(NME) M0⌫ = 2 is around 0.1/ton-year for 76Ge and 1/ton-year for others. Then good-energy-resolution detectors with
� ⇡ 0.01 � 0.02 are required to avoid the solar-⌫ and/or 2⌫�� backgrounds. There are various ways to reduce the solar-⌫
backgrounds. In case of the nucleus 82Se, the SB decays to the excited states are followed by � rays. Thus they are reduced
by the SSSC [16]. In case of the nucleus 100Mo, the half-life of the intermediate nucleus 100Tc is 16 s. Thus, the SSTC [16] is
used to reduce the SB background from 100Tc by anti-coincidence with the preceding CC electron.

The solar-neutrino CC and NC interactions with atomic electrons of DBD-detector components were studied in case
of liquid scintillators in [379,380]. The interaction of the 8B neutrinos with atomic electrons was evaluated for a liquid-
scintillation detector with N tons of the scintillator and N 0 tons of the DBD isotopes dissolved into the scintillator. The
neutrino–electron interaction rate per ton-year in the ROI is given by

Be(E) ⇡ 0.15 ⇥ Ef , f = �/R , (124)

where E is the ROI energy in units of MeV, R = N 0/N is the DBD-isotope concentration and f = �/R is a kind of background
efficiency. The background rate is around Be(E) ⇡ 0.3 in high resolution and/or high concentration of f ⇡ 0.5 with � ⇡ 1%
and R ⇡ 2%. Noting that the DBD signal rate is around 1/ton-year for a typical case of massm⌫ = 20meV, NMEM0⌫ = 2 and
phase space G = 5 ⇥ 10�14/y, the required efficiency for the IH-mass studies is of the order of f  0.5.

4.3. Supernova-neutrino–nuclear responses

Supernova neutrinos are electron (e), µ and ⌧ neutrinos (⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ ) and their antineutrinos (⌫̄e, ⌫̄µ, ⌫̄⌧ ) in the medium-
energy region of 5 � 70MeV. They are experimentally studied by measuring the NC and CC interactions with atomic
electrons and nuclei. The first observations of the supernova 1987A were made by measuring the CC interaction of ⌫̄e with
protons [381–383]. The CC cross section of

⌫̄e + p ! e+ + n (125)
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2ν double-β decay (2νββ):

0ν double-β decay (0νββ):

(Z,A) ! (Z + 2, A) + 2e� + 2⌫̄e
<latexit sha1_base64="TG0xn3qJfMVxFAdOQNs1l1K6HGQ=">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</latexit>

(Z,A) ! (Z + 2, A) + 2e�
<latexit sha1_base64="/KcLnvgBUh88/YLwSj8v7cS+uXA=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlIMEiVKrDzFir7lrcuKxgW+nFkkkzbWjmQpJRylBw4cZXceNCEbe+gjvfxvQCavVA4PCdPyT/cUJGhTTNTy0xMzs3v5BcTC0tr6yu6esbFRFEHJMyDljArxwkCKM+KUsqGbkKOUGew0jV6Z0N8+oN4YIG/qXsh6TpoY5PXYqRVKilb2dq+8W9BqedrkScB7eZWtZWJGuT6/hg0NLTppHPnx7lc9A0zJG+jTUxaTBRqaV/NNoBjjziS8yQEHXLDGUzRlxSzMgg1YgECRHuoQ6pK+sjj4hmPNpjAHcVaUM34Or4Eo7ozxsx8oToe46a9JDsiulsCP/L6pF0T5ox9cNIEh+PH3IjBmUAh6XANuUES9ZXBmFO1V8h7iKOsFTVpVQJ1vTKf03FNqxDw77IpQvFu3EdSbAFdkAGWOAYFMA5KIEywOAePIJn8KI9aE/aq/Y2Hk1okwo3wS9p718ak5f1</latexit>

Allowed second-order weak process 
Maria Goeppert-Mayer (1935)
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Isospin symmetry forces all the Fermi strength to lie in the 
isobar analog state in the daughter nucleus, so that νMF

2  for 
the transition to the daughter ground state is negligibly small.

2.2.2. New physics mechanisms. It is not just light-neutrino 
exchange that can contribute to νββ0  decay. Although the 
occurrence of νββ0  decay immediately implies that neutrinos 
are Majorana particles [63]—once a lepton-number violat-
ing operator appears in the Lagrangian, all possible effective 
operators violating the symmetry are generated—some other 
lepton-number violating mechanism could be the dominant 
cause of the decay [64, 65]. If that were the case, the detection 
of νββ0  decay would not give us information about the abso-
lute neutrino mass, but could be used as a low-energy test of 
new physics that would complement high-energy searches at 
accelerators such as the Large Hadron Collider [66–69].

Several mechanisms for νββ0  decay have been proposed. 
Besides the exchange of sterile neutrinos via left-handed 
currents [70], the most popular are the exchange of light or 
heavy neutrinos in left–right symmetric models [71, 72], 
the exchange of supersymmetric particles [73, 74], and the 
emission of Majorons (bosons that appear in theories with 
spontaneous breaking of the global baryon–lepton number 
symmetry B  −  L [75–77]). Combining the contributions from 
all possible mechanisms, one finds that the νββ0  decay rate 
takes the form

∑ η= | |ν
ν

ν−T G Q Z M, ,
i

i
i i1 2

0 1
0

0 2 2[ ] ( )/ (15)

with new-physics parameters ηi that are distinct for every 
mechanism and mode: a combination of the light neutrino 
masses ( ββm ) for the usual mechanism and combinations of 
heavy-neutrino masses, the right-handed WR boson mass, 
the left- and right-handed −W WL R boson mixing angles, 
supersymmetric couplings, couplings of Majorons to neu-
trinos, etc for nonstandard mechanisms. It is these param-
eters that νββ0  decay experiments can constrain, provided 
that the associated nuclear matrix elements νMi

0  are known. 

(Updated phase-space factor calculations can be found in 
[78].) Detailed treatments of the matrix elements governing 
these new-physics νββ0  decay modes appear in [30, 39–41].  
Matrix elements calculations for the sterile-neutrino exchange 
[70, 79–82], left-right symmetric models [78, 83–85],  
and the exchange of supersymmetric particles [86–89] are 
common in the literature.

Most of the new-physics mechanisms involve the exchange 
of heavy particles. However, the direct exchange between 
nucleons, represented by the contact operator in the bottom 
diagram in figure  4 in the heavy-particle limit, occurs less 
often in most models than exchange between pions or between 
a pion and a nucleon, shown in the top and middle diagrams 
of the figure. In χEFT each pion propagator carries a factor 
Λ πmb

2 2/ , where Λ ∼ 500b  MeV–1 GeV is the chiral-symmetry 
breaking scale, at which the effective theory breaks down. 
Each ordinary two-nucleon–pion ( πNN ) vertex comes with a 
derivative, which results in a factor of Λp b/  or Λπm b/ , where 
p is a typical momentum. Because the contact interaction has 
no derivatives in most models, pion mediation enhances the 

Figure 3. Feynman diagram for νββ2  decay.

Figure 4. Diagrams for the two-pion-exchange (top), one- 
pion-exchange (middle) and contact (bottom) modes of νββ0   
decay caused by lepton-number violation associated with the 
exchange of a heavy particle.

Rep. Prog. Phys. 80 (2017) 046301

2νββ observed for 
48Ca, 76Ge, 82Se, 96Zr, 100Mo,  

116Cd, 128Te, 130Te, 136Xe, 150Nd
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The rate for νββ0  decay, if we assume that it is mediated 
by the exchange of the three light Majorana neutrinos and the 
Standard Model weak interaction as represented in figure 2, is

∫∑ δ
π π

= | | + + −ν
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− p p
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where Ee1, Ee2 and p1, p2 are the energies and momenta of 
the two emitted electrons, Ei and Ef are the energies of the 
initial and final nuclear states, and νZ0  is an amplitude propor-
tional to an S-matrix element up to delta functions that enforce 
energy and momentum conservation. The S matrix depends on 
the product of leptonic and hadronic currents in the effective 
low-energy semi-leptonic Lagrangian density:

γ γ ν= − +µ
µL x G e x x J x2 1 h.c.,F e L5( ) / { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} (2)

with µJL the left-handed charge-changing hadronic current 
density. Because νZ0  is second order in the weak-interaction 
Lagrangian, it contains a lepton part that depends on two 
space-time positions x and y, which are contracted and ulti-
mately integrated over:
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Here νk is the Majorana mass eigenstate with mass mk and 
Uek is the element of the neutrino mixing matrix that connects 
electron flavor with mass eigenstate k. We denote the charge 
conjugate of a field ψ by ψ γ ψ≡ ∗ic 2  (in the Pauli–Dirac rep-
resentation), and because νk are Majorana states we can take 
ν ν=k

c
k.

The contraction of νk with νk
c  turns out to be the usual fer-

mion propagator, so that the lepton part above becomes
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where q is the 4-momentum of the virtual neutrino. The term 
with γ= ρ

ρq q  vanishes because the two currents are left 

handed and if we neglect the very small neutrino masses in the 
denominator, the decay amplitude becomes proportional to

( ) ( )

∑≡

= | | + | + | |

ββ

α α α δ− − −

m m U

m U m U m Ue e .
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e e e
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2

2 2
2 i

3 3
2 i 22 1 1 (5)

Here δ is the so-called Dirac phase, and α α,1 2  are Majorana 
phases that vanish if neutrinos are Dirac particles. We have 
inserted the absolute value in equation (5) consistently with 
the amplitude in equation (1), because the expression inside 
can be complex.

To obtain the full amplitude νZ0 , one must multiply the 
lepton part above by the nuclear matrix element of two time-
ordered hadronic currents and integrate the product over x 
and y. Because =µ µ −xJ x Je eL

Hx
L

Hxi i0 0( ) ( )  (H is the hadronic 
Hamiltonian and the current on the right-hand side is evalu-
ated at time x0  =  0), one can write the matrix element of an 
ordinary product of hadronic currents between initial (i) and 
final (f) nuclear states as

� ( ) ( ) � � ( ) �� ( ) �
( ) ( )

∑| | = | | | |

×

µ ν µ ν

− − − −

x yf J x J y i f J n n J i

e e ,

L L
n

L L

E E x E E yi in f i n0 0

 
(6)

where the |n�’s are a complete set of intermediate nuclear states, 
with corresponding energies En. Time ordering the product of 
currents and combining the phases in equation (6) with similar 
factors from the lepton currents yields the following ampl itude, 
after integration first over x0, y0, and q0, then over x and y:
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where the tiny neutrino masses in the denominator of equa-
tion  (4) and the electron momenta | |p1  and | |p2  have been 
neglected because they are much smaller than a typical 
momentum transfer | |q . The energy-conservation condition 
comes from the definition of νZ0 .

To go further one needs to know the nuclear current opera-
tors. At this point, most authors make two important approx-
imations. The first is the ‘impulse approximation’, i.e. the use 
of the current operator for a collection of free nucleons. The 
operator is then specified by its one-body matrix elements:

γ γ γ
σ γ
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where = −′q p p, the conservation of the vector current 
tells us that ≡ =g g 0 1V V( ) , and =g q g g qM M V

2 2( ) ( ) with 
≡ !g g g0 4.70M M V( )  (as given by the proton and neutron 

anomalous magnetic moments [34]), = !g g 0 1.27A A( )  
[34] (from neutron β-decay measurements [42]), and the 

Figure 2. Feynman diagram for νββ0  decay mediated by light-
neutrino exchange. Two neutrons (n) decay into two protons (p), 
emitting two electrons (e). No neutrinos are emitted, implying that 
they are Majorana particles (νM).

Rep. Prog. Phys. 80 (2017) 046301

∆L=2,  
if mν≠0

has not 
been found

Tests lepton number conservation. 
The practical technique to determine 
if neutrinos might be Majorana 
particles.  
A method for determining the overall 
absolute neutrino mass scale
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Next Gen ββ Expt. Considerations
ββ-Decay Workshop, INT, Seattle  

June 13, 2017

0νββ decay Experiments - Efforts Underway
CUORE

EXO200

KamLAND Zen

GERDA

MAJORANA

SNO+

Assembly of all 19 towers is complete

!17

16

Collaboration Isotope Technique mass (0νββ 
isotope) Status

CANDLES Ca-48 305 kg CaF2 crystals - liq. scint 0.3 kg Construction
CARVEL Ca-48 48CaWO4 crystal scint. ~ ton R&D
GERDA I Ge-76 Ge diodes in LAr 15 kg Complete
GERDA II Ge-76 Point contact Ge in LAr 31 Operating
MAJORANA 

DEMONSTRATOR
Ge-76 Point contact Ge 25 kg Operating

LEGEND Ge-76 Point contact ~ ton R&D

NEMO3 Mo-100 
Se-82 Foils with tracking 6.9 kg 

0.9 kg Complete

SuperNEMO 
Demonstrator Se-82 Foils with tracking 7 kg Construction

SuperNEMO Se-82 Foils with tracking 100 kg R&D
LUCIFER (CUPID) Se-82 ZnSe scint. bolometer 18 kg R&D

AMoRE Mo-100 CaMoO4 scint. bolometer 1.5 - 200 kg R&D
LUMINEU (CUPID) Mo-100 ZnMoO4 / Li2MoO4 scint. bolometer 1.5 - 5 kg R&D

COBRA Cd-114,116 CdZnTe detectors 10 kg R&D
CUORICINO, CUORE-0 Te-130 TeO2 Bolometer 10 kg, 11 kg Complete

CUORE Te-130 TeO2 Bolometer 206 kg Operating
CUPID Te-130 TeO2 Bolometer & scint. ~ ton R&D
SNO+ Te-130 0.3% natTe suspended in Scint 160 kg Construction

EXO200 Xe-136 Xe liquid TPC 79 kg Operating
nEXO Xe-136 Xe liquid TPC ~ ton R&D

KamLAND-Zen (I, II) Xe-136 2.7% in liquid scint. 380 kg Complete
KamLAND2-Zen Xe-136 2.7% in liquid scint. 750 kg Upgrade

NEXT-NEW Xe-136 High pressure Xe TPC 5 kg Operating
NEXT Xe-136 High pressure Xe TPC 100 kg - ton R&D

PandaX - 1k Xe-136 High pressure Xe TPC ~ ton R&D
DCBA Nd-150 Nd foils & tracking chambers 20 kg R&D

Taken from J. F. Wilkerson’s slides
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Fortunately, nuclear-structure theory has made rapid pro-
gress in the past decade, and the community is now in a posi-
tion to improve calculated matrix elements materially. This 
review describes work that has already been carried out, from 
early pioneering studies to more recent and sophisticated 
efforts, and discusses what is needed to do significantly bet-
ter. We are optimistic that recent progress in the use of chiral 
effective field theory (χEFT) to understand nuclear interac-
tions [19–22], and of nonperturbative methods to solve the 
nuclear many-body problem efficiently from first principles 
(with controlled errors) [23–28] will produce reliable matrix 
elements with quantified uncertainties over the next five or so 
years. We will outline the ways in which that might happen.

This review is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the 
significance of νββ0  decay and the nuclear matrix elements 
that govern it. Section  3 reviews calculations of the matrix 
elements and indicates where we stand at present. Section 4 is 
a slight detour into a more general problem, the ‘renormaliza-
tion of the axial vector coupling gA’, that has important conse-
quences for νββ0  nuclear matrix elements. Section 5 is about 
ways in which matrix-element calculations should improve in 
the next few years, and ways in which the uncertainty in new 
calculations can be assessed. Section 6 is a conclusion.

2. Significance of double-beta decay

2.1. Neutrino masses and hierarchy

Before turning to nuclear-structure theory, we very briefly 
review the neutrino physics that makes it necessary. References 
[29] and [30] contain pedagogical reviews of both the neutrino 
physics and the nuclear matrix elements that are relevant for 
ββ decay.

Flavor oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere 
[31], from the sun [32], and from nuclear reactors [33] have 
revealed neutrino properties that were unknown a few dec-
ades ago. Neutrinos have mass, but the three kinds of neutrino 
with well-defined masses are linear combinations of the kinds 
with definite flavor that interact in weak processes. We know 
with reasonable accuracy the differences in squared mass 
among the three mass eigenstates, with one smaller difference 
∆ !m 75 meVsun

2 2†  [34] coming mainly from solar-neutrino 
experiments and one larger difference ∆ !m 2400 meVatm

2 2†  
[34] coming mainly from atmospheric-neutrino experiments. 
We also know, with comparable accuracy, the mixing angles 
that specify which linear combinations of flavor eigenstates 
have definite mass [35].

The arrangement of the masses, called the ‘hierarchy’, is 
still unknown, however. There are two possibilities: either the 
two mass eigenstates that mix most strongly with electron fla-
vor are lighter than the third (the ‘normal hierarchy’, because 
it is similar to the hierarchy of quark mass eigenstates) or they 
are heavier (the ‘inverted hierarchy’). Long baseline neutrino-
oscillation experiments can eventually determine the hierar-
chy with a confidence level corresponding to four standard 
deviations or more, but for now they show just a two-σ pref-
erence for the normal hierarchy [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the 

present experimental νββ0  decay limits on the combination of 
neutrino masses ββm  (defined by equation (5) in section 2.2.1), 
together with the regions corresponding to the normal and 
inverted hierarchies, as a function of the mass of the lightest 
neutrino. If the hierarchy is normal and the lightest neutrino is 
lighter than about 10 meV, then a detection of νββ0  decay is 
out of reach for the coming generation of experiments unless 
the decay is driven by the exchange of a heavy particle, the 
existence of which we have not yet discovered, or some other 
new physics (see section 2.2.2). If the hierarchy is inverted, 
the experiments to take place in the next decade have a good 
chance to see the decay, provided they have enough material. 
Indeed, figure  1 shows that the current experimental limit 
almost touches the upper part of the inverted-hierarchy region.

How much material will be needed to completely cover the 
region, so that we can conclude in the absence of a νββ0  sig-
nal that either the neutrino hierarchy is normal or neutrinos 
are Dirac particles? And in the event of a signal, how will 
we tell whether the exchange of light neutrinos or some other 
mechanism is responsible? If it is the latter, what is the under-
lying new physics? To answer any of these questions, we need 
accurate nuclear matrix elements.

2.2. Neutrinoless double-beta decay

2.2.1. Light-neutrino exchange. The beginning of this sec-
tion  closely follows [29], which itself is informed by [38]. 
More detailed derivations of the ββ transition rates can be 
found in [39–41].

Figure 1. Left panel: bands for the value of the parameter ββm  
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino, for the case of 
normal (NH, red band) and inverted (IH, green band) neutrino-mass 
hierarchies. The present best experimental upper limits on ββm  are 
shown in the blue band. Right panel: present best upper limits, with 
uncertainty bars, on ββm  from experiments performed on each ββ 
emitter, as a function of mass number A. The uncertainty bands and 
bars include experimental uncertainties and ranges of calculated 
nuclear matrix elements. Adapted figure with permission from [5], 
Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society.
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The rate for νββ0  decay, if we assume that it is mediated 
by the exchange of the three light Majorana neutrinos and the 
Standard Model weak interaction as represented in figure 2, is
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where Ee1, Ee2 and p1, p2 are the energies and momenta of 
the two emitted electrons, Ei and Ef are the energies of the 
initial and final nuclear states, and νZ0  is an amplitude propor-
tional to an S-matrix element up to delta functions that enforce 
energy and momentum conservation. The S matrix depends on 
the product of leptonic and hadronic currents in the effective 
low-energy semi-leptonic Lagrangian density:
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with µJL the left-handed charge-changing hadronic current 
density. Because νZ0  is second order in the weak-interaction 
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Here νk is the Majorana mass eigenstate with mass mk and 
Uek is the element of the neutrino mixing matrix that connects 
electron flavor with mass eigenstate k. We denote the charge 
conjugate of a field ψ by ψ γ ψ≡ ∗ic 2  (in the Pauli–Dirac rep-
resentation), and because νk are Majorana states we can take 
ν ν=k

c
k.
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where q is the 4-momentum of the virtual neutrino. The term 
with γ= ρ

ρq q  vanishes because the two currents are left 

handed and if we neglect the very small neutrino masses in the 
denominator, the decay amplitude becomes proportional to
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Here δ is the so-called Dirac phase, and α α,1 2  are Majorana 
phases that vanish if neutrinos are Dirac particles. We have 
inserted the absolute value in equation (5) consistently with 
the amplitude in equation (1), because the expression inside 
can be complex.

To obtain the full amplitude νZ0 , one must multiply the 
lepton part above by the nuclear matrix element of two time-
ordered hadronic currents and integrate the product over x 
and y. Because =µ µ −xJ x Je eL

Hx
L

Hxi i0 0( ) ( )  (H is the hadronic 
Hamiltonian and the current on the right-hand side is evalu-
ated at time x0  =  0), one can write the matrix element of an 
ordinary product of hadronic currents between initial (i) and 
final (f) nuclear states as
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where the |n�’s are a complete set of intermediate nuclear states, 
with corresponding energies En. Time ordering the product of 
currents and combining the phases in equation (6) with similar 
factors from the lepton currents yields the following ampl itude, 
after integration first over x0, y0, and q0, then over x and y:
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where the tiny neutrino masses in the denominator of equa-
tion  (4) and the electron momenta | |p1  and | |p2  have been 
neglected because they are much smaller than a typical 
momentum transfer | |q . The energy-conservation condition 
comes from the definition of νZ0 .

To go further one needs to know the nuclear current opera-
tors. At this point, most authors make two important approx-
imations. The first is the ‘impulse approximation’, i.e. the use 
of the current operator for a collection of free nucleons. The 
operator is then specified by its one-body matrix elements:
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where = −′q p p, the conservation of the vector current 
tells us that ≡ =g g 0 1V V( ) , and =g q g g qM M V

2 2( ) ( ) with 
≡ !g g g0 4.70M M V( )  (as given by the proton and neutron 

anomalous magnetic moments [34]), = !g g 0 1.27A A( )  
[34] (from neutron β-decay measurements [42]), and the 

Figure 2. Feynman diagram for νββ0  decay mediated by light-
neutrino exchange. Two neutrons (n) decay into two protons (p), 
emitting two electrons (e). No neutrinos are emitted, implying that 
they are Majorana particles (νM).
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Fortunately, nuclear-structure theory has made rapid pro-
gress in the past decade, and the community is now in a posi-
tion to improve calculated matrix elements materially. This 
review describes work that has already been carried out, from 
early pioneering studies to more recent and sophisticated 
efforts, and discusses what is needed to do significantly bet-
ter. We are optimistic that recent progress in the use of chiral 
effective field theory (χEFT) to understand nuclear interac-
tions [19–22], and of nonperturbative methods to solve the 
nuclear many-body problem efficiently from first principles 
(with controlled errors) [23–28] will produce reliable matrix 
elements with quantified uncertainties over the next five or so 
years. We will outline the ways in which that might happen.

This review is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the 
significance of νββ0  decay and the nuclear matrix elements 
that govern it. Section  3 reviews calculations of the matrix 
elements and indicates where we stand at present. Section 4 is 
a slight detour into a more general problem, the ‘renormaliza-
tion of the axial vector coupling gA’, that has important conse-
quences for νββ0  nuclear matrix elements. Section 5 is about 
ways in which matrix-element calculations should improve in 
the next few years, and ways in which the uncertainty in new 
calculations can be assessed. Section 6 is a conclusion.

2. Significance of double-beta decay

2.1. Neutrino masses and hierarchy

Before turning to nuclear-structure theory, we very briefly 
review the neutrino physics that makes it necessary. References 
[29] and [30] contain pedagogical reviews of both the neutrino 
physics and the nuclear matrix elements that are relevant for 
ββ decay.

Flavor oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere 
[31], from the sun [32], and from nuclear reactors [33] have 
revealed neutrino properties that were unknown a few dec-
ades ago. Neutrinos have mass, but the three kinds of neutrino 
with well-defined masses are linear combinations of the kinds 
with definite flavor that interact in weak processes. We know 
with reasonable accuracy the differences in squared mass 
among the three mass eigenstates, with one smaller difference 
∆ !m 75 meVsun

2 2†  [34] coming mainly from solar-neutrino 
experiments and one larger difference ∆ !m 2400 meVatm

2 2†  
[34] coming mainly from atmospheric-neutrino experiments. 
We also know, with comparable accuracy, the mixing angles 
that specify which linear combinations of flavor eigenstates 
have definite mass [35].

The arrangement of the masses, called the ‘hierarchy’, is 
still unknown, however. There are two possibilities: either the 
two mass eigenstates that mix most strongly with electron fla-
vor are lighter than the third (the ‘normal hierarchy’, because 
it is similar to the hierarchy of quark mass eigenstates) or they 
are heavier (the ‘inverted hierarchy’). Long baseline neutrino-
oscillation experiments can eventually determine the hierar-
chy with a confidence level corresponding to four standard 
deviations or more, but for now they show just a two-σ pref-
erence for the normal hierarchy [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the 

present experimental νββ0  decay limits on the combination of 
neutrino masses ββm  (defined by equation (5) in section 2.2.1), 
together with the regions corresponding to the normal and 
inverted hierarchies, as a function of the mass of the lightest 
neutrino. If the hierarchy is normal and the lightest neutrino is 
lighter than about 10 meV, then a detection of νββ0  decay is 
out of reach for the coming generation of experiments unless 
the decay is driven by the exchange of a heavy particle, the 
existence of which we have not yet discovered, or some other 
new physics (see section 2.2.2). If the hierarchy is inverted, 
the experiments to take place in the next decade have a good 
chance to see the decay, provided they have enough material. 
Indeed, figure  1 shows that the current experimental limit 
almost touches the upper part of the inverted-hierarchy region.

How much material will be needed to completely cover the 
region, so that we can conclude in the absence of a νββ0  sig-
nal that either the neutrino hierarchy is normal or neutrinos 
are Dirac particles? And in the event of a signal, how will 
we tell whether the exchange of light neutrinos or some other 
mechanism is responsible? If it is the latter, what is the under-
lying new physics? To answer any of these questions, we need 
accurate nuclear matrix elements.

2.2. Neutrinoless double-beta decay

2.2.1. Light-neutrino exchange. The beginning of this sec-
tion  closely follows [29], which itself is informed by [38]. 
More detailed derivations of the ββ transition rates can be 
found in [39–41].

Figure 1. Left panel: bands for the value of the parameter ββm  
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino, for the case of 
normal (NH, red band) and inverted (IH, green band) neutrino-mass 
hierarchies. The present best experimental upper limits on ββm  are 
shown in the blue band. Right panel: present best upper limits, with 
uncertainty bars, on ββm  from experiments performed on each ββ 
emitter, as a function of mass number A. The uncertainty bands and 
bars include experimental uncertainties and ranges of calculated 
nuclear matrix elements. Adapted figure with permission from [5], 
Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society.
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gress in the past decade, and the community is now in a posi-
tion to improve calculated matrix elements materially. This 
review describes work that has already been carried out, from 
early pioneering studies to more recent and sophisticated 
efforts, and discusses what is needed to do significantly bet-
ter. We are optimistic that recent progress in the use of chiral 
effective field theory (χEFT) to understand nuclear interac-
tions [19–22], and of nonperturbative methods to solve the 
nuclear many-body problem efficiently from first principles 
(with controlled errors) [23–28] will produce reliable matrix 
elements with quantified uncertainties over the next five or so 
years. We will outline the ways in which that might happen.

This review is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the 
significance of νββ0  decay and the nuclear matrix elements 
that govern it. Section  3 reviews calculations of the matrix 
elements and indicates where we stand at present. Section 4 is 
a slight detour into a more general problem, the ‘renormaliza-
tion of the axial vector coupling gA’, that has important conse-
quences for νββ0  nuclear matrix elements. Section 5 is about 
ways in which matrix-element calculations should improve in 
the next few years, and ways in which the uncertainty in new 
calculations can be assessed. Section 6 is a conclusion.

2. Significance of double-beta decay
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Before turning to nuclear-structure theory, we very briefly 
review the neutrino physics that makes it necessary. References 
[29] and [30] contain pedagogical reviews of both the neutrino 
physics and the nuclear matrix elements that are relevant for 
ββ decay.

Flavor oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere 
[31], from the sun [32], and from nuclear reactors [33] have 
revealed neutrino properties that were unknown a few dec-
ades ago. Neutrinos have mass, but the three kinds of neutrino 
with well-defined masses are linear combinations of the kinds 
with definite flavor that interact in weak processes. We know 
with reasonable accuracy the differences in squared mass 
among the three mass eigenstates, with one smaller difference 
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[34] coming mainly from atmospheric-neutrino experiments. 
We also know, with comparable accuracy, the mixing angles 
that specify which linear combinations of flavor eigenstates 
have definite mass [35].

The arrangement of the masses, called the ‘hierarchy’, is 
still unknown, however. There are two possibilities: either the 
two mass eigenstates that mix most strongly with electron fla-
vor are lighter than the third (the ‘normal hierarchy’, because 
it is similar to the hierarchy of quark mass eigenstates) or they 
are heavier (the ‘inverted hierarchy’). Long baseline neutrino-
oscillation experiments can eventually determine the hierar-
chy with a confidence level corresponding to four standard 
deviations or more, but for now they show just a two-σ pref-
erence for the normal hierarchy [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the 

present experimental νββ0  decay limits on the combination of 
neutrino masses ββm  (defined by equation (5) in section 2.2.1), 
together with the regions corresponding to the normal and 
inverted hierarchies, as a function of the mass of the lightest 
neutrino. If the hierarchy is normal and the lightest neutrino is 
lighter than about 10 meV, then a detection of νββ0  decay is 
out of reach for the coming generation of experiments unless 
the decay is driven by the exchange of a heavy particle, the 
existence of which we have not yet discovered, or some other 
new physics (see section 2.2.2). If the hierarchy is inverted, 
the experiments to take place in the next decade have a good 
chance to see the decay, provided they have enough material. 
Indeed, figure  1 shows that the current experimental limit 
almost touches the upper part of the inverted-hierarchy region.

How much material will be needed to completely cover the 
region, so that we can conclude in the absence of a νββ0  sig-
nal that either the neutrino hierarchy is normal or neutrinos 
are Dirac particles? And in the event of a signal, how will 
we tell whether the exchange of light neutrinos or some other 
mechanism is responsible? If it is the latter, what is the under-
lying new physics? To answer any of these questions, we need 
accurate nuclear matrix elements.

2.2. Neutrinoless double-beta decay

2.2.1. Light-neutrino exchange. The beginning of this sec-
tion  closely follows [29], which itself is informed by [38]. 
More detailed derivations of the ββ transition rates can be 
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Figure 1. Left panel: bands for the value of the parameter ββm  
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino, for the case of 
normal (NH, red band) and inverted (IH, green band) neutrino-mass 
hierarchies. The present best experimental upper limits on ββm  are 
shown in the blue band. Right panel: present best upper limits, with 
uncertainty bars, on ββm  from experiments performed on each ββ 
emitter, as a function of mass number A. The uncertainty bands and 
bars include experimental uncertainties and ranges of calculated 
nuclear matrix elements. Adapted figure with permission from [5], 
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effective field theory (χEFT) to understand nuclear interac-
tions [19–22], and of nonperturbative methods to solve the 
nuclear many-body problem efficiently from first principles 
(with controlled errors) [23–28] will produce reliable matrix 
elements with quantified uncertainties over the next five or so 
years. We will outline the ways in which that might happen.
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quences for νββ0  nuclear matrix elements. Section 5 is about 
ways in which matrix-element calculations should improve in 
the next few years, and ways in which the uncertainty in new 
calculations can be assessed. Section 6 is a conclusion.
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Before turning to nuclear-structure theory, we very briefly 
review the neutrino physics that makes it necessary. References 
[29] and [30] contain pedagogical reviews of both the neutrino 
physics and the nuclear matrix elements that are relevant for 
ββ decay.

Flavor oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere 
[31], from the sun [32], and from nuclear reactors [33] have 
revealed neutrino properties that were unknown a few dec-
ades ago. Neutrinos have mass, but the three kinds of neutrino 
with well-defined masses are linear combinations of the kinds 
with definite flavor that interact in weak processes. We know 
with reasonable accuracy the differences in squared mass 
among the three mass eigenstates, with one smaller difference 
∆ !m 75 meVsun

2 2†  [34] coming mainly from solar-neutrino 
experiments and one larger difference ∆ !m 2400 meVatm

2 2†  
[34] coming mainly from atmospheric-neutrino experiments. 
We also know, with comparable accuracy, the mixing angles 
that specify which linear combinations of flavor eigenstates 
have definite mass [35].

The arrangement of the masses, called the ‘hierarchy’, is 
still unknown, however. There are two possibilities: either the 
two mass eigenstates that mix most strongly with electron fla-
vor are lighter than the third (the ‘normal hierarchy’, because 
it is similar to the hierarchy of quark mass eigenstates) or they 
are heavier (the ‘inverted hierarchy’). Long baseline neutrino-
oscillation experiments can eventually determine the hierar-
chy with a confidence level corresponding to four standard 
deviations or more, but for now they show just a two-σ pref-
erence for the normal hierarchy [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the 

present experimental νββ0  decay limits on the combination of 
neutrino masses ββm  (defined by equation (5) in section 2.2.1), 
together with the regions corresponding to the normal and 
inverted hierarchies, as a function of the mass of the lightest 
neutrino. If the hierarchy is normal and the lightest neutrino is 
lighter than about 10 meV, then a detection of νββ0  decay is 
out of reach for the coming generation of experiments unless 
the decay is driven by the exchange of a heavy particle, the 
existence of which we have not yet discovered, or some other 
new physics (see section 2.2.2). If the hierarchy is inverted, 
the experiments to take place in the next decade have a good 
chance to see the decay, provided they have enough material. 
Indeed, figure  1 shows that the current experimental limit 
almost touches the upper part of the inverted-hierarchy region.

How much material will be needed to completely cover the 
region, so that we can conclude in the absence of a νββ0  sig-
nal that either the neutrino hierarchy is normal or neutrinos 
are Dirac particles? And in the event of a signal, how will 
we tell whether the exchange of light neutrinos or some other 
mechanism is responsible? If it is the latter, what is the under-
lying new physics? To answer any of these questions, we need 
accurate nuclear matrix elements.

2.2. Neutrinoless double-beta decay

2.2.1. Light-neutrino exchange. The beginning of this sec-
tion  closely follows [29], which itself is informed by [38]. 
More detailed derivations of the ββ transition rates can be 
found in [39–41].

Figure 1. Left panel: bands for the value of the parameter ββm  
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino, for the case of 
normal (NH, red band) and inverted (IH, green band) neutrino-mass 
hierarchies. The present best experimental upper limits on ββm  are 
shown in the blue band. Right panel: present best upper limits, with 
uncertainty bars, on ββm  from experiments performed on each ββ 
emitter, as a function of mass number A. The uncertainty bands and 
bars include experimental uncertainties and ranges of calculated 
nuclear matrix elements. Adapted figure with permission from [5], 
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The rate for νββ0  decay, if we assume that it is mediated 
by the exchange of the three light Majorana neutrinos and the 
Standard Model weak interaction as represented in figure 2, is
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where Ee1, Ee2 and p1, p2 are the energies and momenta of 
the two emitted electrons, Ei and Ef are the energies of the 
initial and final nuclear states, and νZ0  is an amplitude propor-
tional to an S-matrix element up to delta functions that enforce 
energy and momentum conservation. The S matrix depends on 
the product of leptonic and hadronic currents in the effective 
low-energy semi-leptonic Lagrangian density:
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with µJL the left-handed charge-changing hadronic current 
density. Because νZ0  is second order in the weak-interaction 
Lagrangian, it contains a lepton part that depends on two 
space-time positions x and y, which are contracted and ulti-
mately integrated over:
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Here νk is the Majorana mass eigenstate with mass mk and 
Uek is the element of the neutrino mixing matrix that connects 
electron flavor with mass eigenstate k. We denote the charge 
conjugate of a field ψ by ψ γ ψ≡ ∗ic 2  (in the Pauli–Dirac rep-
resentation), and because νk are Majorana states we can take 
ν ν=k

c
k.
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where q is the 4-momentum of the virtual neutrino. The term 
with γ= ρ

ρq q  vanishes because the two currents are left 

handed and if we neglect the very small neutrino masses in the 
denominator, the decay amplitude becomes proportional to
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Here δ is the so-called Dirac phase, and α α,1 2  are Majorana 
phases that vanish if neutrinos are Dirac particles. We have 
inserted the absolute value in equation (5) consistently with 
the amplitude in equation (1), because the expression inside 
can be complex.

To obtain the full amplitude νZ0 , one must multiply the 
lepton part above by the nuclear matrix element of two time-
ordered hadronic currents and integrate the product over x 
and y. Because =µ µ −xJ x Je eL

Hx
L

Hxi i0 0( ) ( )  (H is the hadronic 
Hamiltonian and the current on the right-hand side is evalu-
ated at time x0  =  0), one can write the matrix element of an 
ordinary product of hadronic currents between initial (i) and 
final (f) nuclear states as
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where the |n�’s are a complete set of intermediate nuclear states, 
with corresponding energies En. Time ordering the product of 
currents and combining the phases in equation (6) with similar 
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where the tiny neutrino masses in the denominator of equa-
tion  (4) and the electron momenta | |p1  and | |p2  have been 
neglected because they are much smaller than a typical 
momentum transfer | |q . The energy-conservation condition 
comes from the definition of νZ0 .

To go further one needs to know the nuclear current opera-
tors. At this point, most authors make two important approx-
imations. The first is the ‘impulse approximation’, i.e. the use 
of the current operator for a collection of free nucleons. The 
operator is then specified by its one-body matrix elements:
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where = −′q p p, the conservation of the vector current 
tells us that ≡ =g g 0 1V V( ) , and =g q g g qM M V

2 2( ) ( ) with 
≡ !g g g0 4.70M M V( )  (as given by the proton and neutron 

anomalous magnetic moments [34]), = !g g 0 1.27A A( )  
[34] (from neutron β-decay measurements [42]), and the 

Figure 2. Feynman diagram for νββ0  decay mediated by light-
neutrino exchange. Two neutrons (n) decay into two protons (p), 
emitting two electrons (e). No neutrinos are emitted, implying that 
they are Majorana particles (νM).
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Fortunately, nuclear-structure theory has made rapid pro-
gress in the past decade, and the community is now in a posi-
tion to improve calculated matrix elements materially. This 
review describes work that has already been carried out, from 
early pioneering studies to more recent and sophisticated 
efforts, and discusses what is needed to do significantly bet-
ter. We are optimistic that recent progress in the use of chiral 
effective field theory (χEFT) to understand nuclear interac-
tions [19–22], and of nonperturbative methods to solve the 
nuclear many-body problem efficiently from first principles 
(with controlled errors) [23–28] will produce reliable matrix 
elements with quantified uncertainties over the next five or so 
years. We will outline the ways in which that might happen.

This review is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the 
significance of νββ0  decay and the nuclear matrix elements 
that govern it. Section  3 reviews calculations of the matrix 
elements and indicates where we stand at present. Section 4 is 
a slight detour into a more general problem, the ‘renormaliza-
tion of the axial vector coupling gA’, that has important conse-
quences for νββ0  nuclear matrix elements. Section 5 is about 
ways in which matrix-element calculations should improve in 
the next few years, and ways in which the uncertainty in new 
calculations can be assessed. Section 6 is a conclusion.

2. Significance of double-beta decay

2.1. Neutrino masses and hierarchy

Before turning to nuclear-structure theory, we very briefly 
review the neutrino physics that makes it necessary. References 
[29] and [30] contain pedagogical reviews of both the neutrino 
physics and the nuclear matrix elements that are relevant for 
ββ decay.

Flavor oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere 
[31], from the sun [32], and from nuclear reactors [33] have 
revealed neutrino properties that were unknown a few dec-
ades ago. Neutrinos have mass, but the three kinds of neutrino 
with well-defined masses are linear combinations of the kinds 
with definite flavor that interact in weak processes. We know 
with reasonable accuracy the differences in squared mass 
among the three mass eigenstates, with one smaller difference 
∆ !m 75 meVsun

2 2†  [34] coming mainly from solar-neutrino 
experiments and one larger difference ∆ !m 2400 meVatm

2 2†  
[34] coming mainly from atmospheric-neutrino experiments. 
We also know, with comparable accuracy, the mixing angles 
that specify which linear combinations of flavor eigenstates 
have definite mass [35].

The arrangement of the masses, called the ‘hierarchy’, is 
still unknown, however. There are two possibilities: either the 
two mass eigenstates that mix most strongly with electron fla-
vor are lighter than the third (the ‘normal hierarchy’, because 
it is similar to the hierarchy of quark mass eigenstates) or they 
are heavier (the ‘inverted hierarchy’). Long baseline neutrino-
oscillation experiments can eventually determine the hierar-
chy with a confidence level corresponding to four standard 
deviations or more, but for now they show just a two-σ pref-
erence for the normal hierarchy [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the 

present experimental νββ0  decay limits on the combination of 
neutrino masses ββm  (defined by equation (5) in section 2.2.1), 
together with the regions corresponding to the normal and 
inverted hierarchies, as a function of the mass of the lightest 
neutrino. If the hierarchy is normal and the lightest neutrino is 
lighter than about 10 meV, then a detection of νββ0  decay is 
out of reach for the coming generation of experiments unless 
the decay is driven by the exchange of a heavy particle, the 
existence of which we have not yet discovered, or some other 
new physics (see section 2.2.2). If the hierarchy is inverted, 
the experiments to take place in the next decade have a good 
chance to see the decay, provided they have enough material. 
Indeed, figure  1 shows that the current experimental limit 
almost touches the upper part of the inverted-hierarchy region.

How much material will be needed to completely cover the 
region, so that we can conclude in the absence of a νββ0  sig-
nal that either the neutrino hierarchy is normal or neutrinos 
are Dirac particles? And in the event of a signal, how will 
we tell whether the exchange of light neutrinos or some other 
mechanism is responsible? If it is the latter, what is the under-
lying new physics? To answer any of these questions, we need 
accurate nuclear matrix elements.

2.2. Neutrinoless double-beta decay

2.2.1. Light-neutrino exchange. The beginning of this sec-
tion  closely follows [29], which itself is informed by [38]. 
More detailed derivations of the ββ transition rates can be 
found in [39–41].

Figure 1. Left panel: bands for the value of the parameter ββm  
as a function of the mass of the lightest neutrino, for the case of 
normal (NH, red band) and inverted (IH, green band) neutrino-mass 
hierarchies. The present best experimental upper limits on ββm  are 
shown in the blue band. Right panel: present best upper limits, with 
uncertainty bars, on ββm  from experiments performed on each ββ 
emitter, as a function of mass number A. The uncertainty bands and 
bars include experimental uncertainties and ranges of calculated 
nuclear matrix elements. Adapted figure with permission from [5], 
Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Phase-space factors G
(0)
0ν in units of

10−15 yr−1. The label “approximate” refers to the results obtained
by the use of approximate electron wave functions. The figure is in
semilogarithmic scale.

where ϵ1 and ϵ2 are the electron energies, θ12 is the angle
between the two emitted electrons, and

w0ν = g4
A(G cos θC)4

16π5
(mec

2)2(h̄c2)(p1c)(p2c)ϵ1ϵ2. (50)

This decay is forbidden by the standard model and can occur
only if the neutrino has mass and/or there are right-handed
currents. In view of recent experiments on neutrino oscillations
[1– 3] it appears that neutrinos have a mass and we therefore
consider the phase-space factors for this case. The quantities
a(0) and a(1) in Eq. (49) can then be written as [13]

a(i) = f
(i)
11

!!!!
⟨mν⟩
me

!!!!
2

|M0ν |2 , (51)

i = 0, 1, where M0ν is the nuclear matrix element and f
(0)
11 and

f
(1)
11 are the quantities given in Eq. (25).

All quantities of interest are then given by integration of
Eq. (49). Introducing

F
(i)
0ν = 2

ln 2

" Qββ+mec
2

mec2
f

(i)
11 w0νdϵ1, (52)

where ϵ2 is determined as ϵ2 = Qββ + mec
2 − ϵ1, and defining

the quantities

G
(i)
0ν = F

(i)
0ν

g4
A(4R2)

, (53)

where R = r0A
1/3 and r0 = 1.2 fm is the nuclear radius, we

can calculate (i) the half-life

#
τ 0ν

1/2

$−1 = G
(0)
0ν g4

A

!!!!
⟨mν⟩
me

!!!!
2

|M0ν |2, (54)

(ii) the single-electron spectrum

dW0ν

dϵ1
= N0ν

dG
(0)
0ν

dϵ1
= N0ν

#
2f

(0)
11 (ϵ1)w0ν(ϵ1)

$
, (55)

where N0ν = g4
A|⟨mν⟩/me|2|M0ν |2, and (iii) the angular cor-

relation between the two electrons,

α(ϵ1) = f
(1)
11 (ϵ1)

f
(0)
11 (ϵ1)

= dG
(1)
0ν /dϵ1

dG
(0)
0ν /dϵ1

. (56)

The factor (4R2) has been introduced in Eq. (53) to conform
with standard notation [22], in which the nuclear matrix
elements M0ν are given in dimensionless units, that is, they
are multiplied by R. The factor of 4, which is missing in
Tomoda’s definition but is necessary to make the calculation
consistent with Boehm and Vogel, has been the cause of
considerable confusion in the literature, as has the value of r0
used in R = r0A

1/3. Some authors use r0 = 1.1 fm instead of
r0 = 1.2 fm.

We have done a calculation of G
(0)
0ν and G

(1)
0ν in the list of

nuclei shown in Table III. The obtained G
(0)
0ν values are also

presented in Fig. 10, where they are compared with previous
calculations [22].

We also have available upon request the single-electron
spectra and angular correlation for all nuclei in Table III. An
example for 76Ge decay is shown in Fig. 11.

2. 0+ → 0+
2 0νββ decay

The decay to 0+
2 can also be calculated as in the previous

Sec. III A2. The results are shown in Table IV.

FIG. 11. Single-electron spectra (left panel) and angular correlations between the two outgoing electrons (right panel) for the 76Ge →76Se
0νββ decay. The scale of the left panel should be multiplied by N0ν for a realistic estimate.
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TABLE IV. Same as Table III but for the decay to the first excited 0+ state, 0+
2 .

Nucleus G
(0)
0ν (10−15 yr−1) G

(1)
0ν (10−15 yr−1) E(0+

2 ) (MeV) Qββ (0+
2 ) (MeV)

48Ca 0.2989 −0.2080 2.99722(16) 1.27504(253)
76Ge 0.1776 −0.09855 1.122283(7) 0.916757(167)
96Zr 4.566 −3.760 1.14813(7) 2.20224(296)
100Mo 3.162 −2.493 1.13032(10) 1.90408(27)
110Pd 0.08844 −0.02958 1.47312(12) 0.54773(76)
116Cd 0.7163 −0.4075 1.756864(24) 1.056636(154)
124Sn 0.1709 −0.06237 1.657283(22) 0.629687(1552)
130Te 0.3086 −0.1271 1.79352(11) 0.73345(34)
136Xe 0.6127 −0.2924 1.578990(23) 0.878840(393)
148Nd 0.2010 −0.05354 1.42446(4) 0.50429(196)
150Nd 27.27 −23.26 0.740382(22) 2.630998(222)
154Sm 0.2806 −0.07744 0.6806673(18) 0.5343627(12518)
160Gd 0.2063 −0.04650 1.279941(23) 0.449749(1283)
232Th 0.2622 −0.0.1065 0.69142(9) 0.15073(255)
238U 0.7534 −0.03918 0.94146(8) 0.20352(133)

IV. EVALUATION OF THE ERROR

The input parameters in the calculation of the phase-space
factors (PSFs) are the Q value, Qββ , and the nuclear radius,
R. We take the Q value from experiments whenever possible
and thus the error introduced in G is directly related to the
experimental error. For example, recently the Q value for 110Pd
decay has been measured with high accuracy [30]. Table V
shows the improvement in the errors in G

(0)
0ν and G

(0)
2ν due to

the better accuracy obtained by measurement compared to the
Q value determined from mass values.

The nuclear radius enters in the calculation in various ways,
the most important of which is the evaluation of the quantities
g−1(ϵ) and f1(ϵ). We evaluate the error here by comparing
approximation (I) with (III) in a specific case, 110Pd, where the
transition is 1g9/2 − 1g7/2, obtaining an estimate of the error
of 3%. For 0ν decay the radius R enters also in the definition
of G0ν . This is, however, an input parameter which does not
depend on the method of calculation. We have used R = r0A

1/3

with r0 = 1.2 fm. We can estimate the error introduced by this
choice by the same method used in the phase-space factors for
single-β decay [14], that is, by adjusting r0 for each nucleus,
A, Z, using

3
5 r2

0 A2/3 = ⟨r2⟩exp, (57)

where ⟨r2⟩exp is obtained from electron scattering and/or
muonic x rays. The largest difference between Rth and Rexp is
found to be ∼ 4%. This leads to an error estimate of 0.5% for
2ν. For 0ν we obtain an estimate of error of 7%.

TABLE V. The uncertainty on the PSF due to the uncertainty of
the Q value.

Qββ (keV) G2ν
(0)
SSD (yr−1) G

(0)
0ν (yr−1)

2004.00(1133)a 1.386(67) × 10−19 4.707(86) × 10−15

2017.85(64)b 1.469(05) × 10−19 4.815(06) × 10−15

aReference [39].
bReference [30].

In addition, we have an error coming from screening and
most importantly from the value of ⟨EN ⟩. We estimate the
screening error to be 10% of the Thomas-Fermi contribution,
which is known to overestimate the electron density at the
nucleus. This gives an error in G

(0)
0ν and G

(0)
2ν of 0.1%. The

estimate of the error introduced by the choice of ⟨EN ⟩ is
model dependent. If we vary Ã from the value 1.12A1/2 MeV
to the SSD value (∼ 2 MeV) we obtain for 110Pd decay an
error of 7%, as shown in Fig. 4(b). If, however, we stay within
a specific model, closure or SSD, the error estimate is much
smaller. In particular, for the SSD model the error is only
arising from the value of QEC and Qββ shown in Fig. 4(a).
The estimate therefore depends on the nucleus considered.
For 110Pd, the SSD model appears to be a good approximation
and using it we obtain an estimate of the error of 0.05%. For
the closure approximation the dependence of G

(i)
2ν on Ã is very

mild (<1%), except very close to the threshold, ⟨EN ⟩ = 0, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The situation is summarized in Table VI.

V. USE OF PHASE-SPACE FACTORS

The main use of PSFs is in connection with a calculation of
the nuclear matrix elements to predict lifetimes for the decay.
Here an important point is that the nuclear matrix elements are
defined in a way consistent with the phase-space factors. For
example, we have defined the phase-space factors for 0νββ

TABLE VI. Estimate of uncertainties introduced to phase-space
factors G

(0)
2ν and G

(0)
0ν due to different input parameters.

2ν Q value 10 × δQ/Q

Radius 0.5%
Screening 0.10%

⟨EN ⟩ model dependent

0ν Q value 3 × δQ/Q

Radius 7%
Screening 0.10%

⟨EN ⟩ –

034316-10
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But the rate also depends on a nuclear matrix element.
“An uncertainty of a factor of three in the matrix element 
thus corresponds to nearly an order of magnitude 
uncertainty in the amount of material required…” 

      J. Engel and J. Menendez, Rep. Prog. Phys. 80 (2017) 046301 
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Lines of attack: Construct effective operator. 
Find good initial and final ground-state wave 
functions: challenge for nuclear physics.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of the NME M0ν for the 0νββ

decay from different model calculations. The shaded area indicates
the uncertainty of the SRC effect within 10%.

levels near the neutron Fermi energy in 150Nd are inverted
between the two forces. The contribution to the NME from the
transition ν1h9/2 → π1h11/2 is enhanced by the PC-PK1 force
because of larger occupation probability of ν1h9/2 orbital in
150Nd and π1h11/2 in 150Sm. In short, the large discrepancy in
the NMEs of 150Nd by the PC-PK1 and D1S forces is also the
result of the interplay of pairing correlations and the underlying
shell structure. Even though the large Z = 64 shell gap can
be reproduced by including the nonlocal exchange terms of
the isoscalar field couplings in the relativistic Hartree-Fock
(RHF) calculation, which is able to give an enhanced spin-orbit
splitting for the proton 2d states [56], it remains an open
question whether the NME for 150Nd is reduced or not by in-
cluding these terms in the RHF calculations. A comprehensive
understanding of this discrepancy requires further dedicated
investigations.

The effect of PNP on the NMEs for the 0νββ decay is
also shown in Fig. 5(b). In the calculation with pure spherical
configuration, the PNP increases significantly the NMEs
evolved with one (semi)magic nucleus, including 48Ca (127%),
116Cd (49%), 124Sn (55%), and 136Xe (58%), where pairing
collapse occurs in either protons or neutrons. The increase in

the NMEs by the PNP is mainly through the superfluid partner
nucleus. For 48Ca, pairing collapse is found in both neutrons
and protons, leading to about twice the enhanced normalized
NME than the other three ones. It can be understood from
Eq. (6) that the ⟨βF = 0|Ô0νP̂ J=0P̂ NI P̂ ZI |βI = 0⟩ for 48Ca-Ti
does not change by the PNP, while the normalization factor
NF for the daughter nucleus 48Ti is increased, resulting in the
enhanced normalized NME.

Figure 7 displays our final NMEs for the 0νββ decay in
comparison with those by the ISM [23], renormalized QRPA
(RQRPA) [30], PHFB [33], NREDF (D1S) [34], and the IBM2
[32]. There are also other calculations that are not taken
for comparison. Here, only the calculations considering the
SRC effect with the UCOM [except for the IBM2 calculation
with the coupled-cluster model (CCM)] and using the radius
parameter R = 1.2A1/3 fm are adopted for comparison. The
values are given in Table II. Our results are among the largest
values of the existing calculations in most cases, except for
100Mo-Ru, 124Sn-Te, and 130Te-Xe. Moreover, the NME for
96Zr in both EDF-based calculations is significantly larger
than the other results, which can be traced back to the
overestimated collectivity. If the ground state of 96Zr was
taken as the pure spherical configuration, the NME becomes
5.64 (PC-PK1) and 3.94 (D1S), respectively. We note that
the consideration of higher order deformation in nuclear wave
functions, such as octupole deformation in 150Nd-Sm [58,59]
and triaxiality in 76Ge-Se [52,53] and 100Mo-Ru [60], is
expected to hinder the corresponding NMEs further in the DFT
calculation.

Table III lists the upper limits of the effective neutrino
mass ⟨mββ⟩ based on the present calculated NMEs for the
nuclei whose lower limits of the half-life T 0ν

1/2 for the 0νββ
decay have been recently measured [9,10,61–64]. The smallest
value (!0.11 eV) for the upper limit ⟨mββ⟩ is found based on
the combined results from KamLAND-Zen [9] and EXO-200
[8] collaborations for the 0νββ decay half-life (T 0ν

1/2 " 3.4 ×
1025 yr at 90% confidence level) of 136Xe. This value is closest
to but still larger than the estimated value (20–50 meV based
on the inverted hierarchy for neutrino masses [19]) by a factor
of 2–5.

TABLE II. The calculated NME M0ν of the 0νββ decay with the REDF (PC-PK1), in comparison with those by the NREDF (D1S),
RQRPA, PHFB, ISM, and IBM2. Only the results considering the short-range correlation (SRC) effect by UCOM, except for the IBM2 where
CCM is used and using the parameter R = 1.2A1/3 fm are adopted for comparison. The values in the parentheses are the results with additional
pairing fluctuations.

Models REDF(PC-PK1) NREDF(D1S) RQRPA (Tübingen) PHFB ISM IBM2
gA(0) 1.254 1.25 1.254 1.254 1.25 1.269

48Ca → 48Ti 2.94 2.37 (2.23) 0.85 2.38
76Ge → 76Se 6.13 4.60 (5.55) 5.17 2.81 6.16
82Se → 82Kr 5.40 4.22 (4.67) 5.32 2.64 4.99
96Zr → 96Mo 6.47 5.65 (6.50) 1.77 3.32 3.00
100Mo → 100Ru 6.58 5.08 (6.59) 3.88 7.22 4.50
116Cd → 116Sn 5.52 4.72 (5.35) 3.21 3.29
124Sn → 124Te 4.33 4.81 (5.79) 2.62 4.02
130Te → 130Xe 4.98 5.13 (6.40) 4.07 4.66 2.65 4.61
136Xe → 136Ba 4.32 4.20 (4.77) 2.54 2.19 3.79
150Nd → 150Sm 5.60 1.71 (2.19) 3.24 2.88
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of the NME M0ν for the 0νββ

decay from different model calculations. The shaded area indicates
the uncertainty of the SRC effect within 10%.

levels near the neutron Fermi energy in 150Nd are inverted
between the two forces. The contribution to the NME from the
transition ν1h9/2 → π1h11/2 is enhanced by the PC-PK1 force
because of larger occupation probability of ν1h9/2 orbital in
150Nd and π1h11/2 in 150Sm. In short, the large discrepancy in
the NMEs of 150Nd by the PC-PK1 and D1S forces is also the
result of the interplay of pairing correlations and the underlying
shell structure. Even though the large Z = 64 shell gap can
be reproduced by including the nonlocal exchange terms of
the isoscalar field couplings in the relativistic Hartree-Fock
(RHF) calculation, which is able to give an enhanced spin-orbit
splitting for the proton 2d states [56], it remains an open
question whether the NME for 150Nd is reduced or not by in-
cluding these terms in the RHF calculations. A comprehensive
understanding of this discrepancy requires further dedicated
investigations.

The effect of PNP on the NMEs for the 0νββ decay is
also shown in Fig. 5(b). In the calculation with pure spherical
configuration, the PNP increases significantly the NMEs
evolved with one (semi)magic nucleus, including 48Ca (127%),
116Cd (49%), 124Sn (55%), and 136Xe (58%), where pairing
collapse occurs in either protons or neutrons. The increase in

the NMEs by the PNP is mainly through the superfluid partner
nucleus. For 48Ca, pairing collapse is found in both neutrons
and protons, leading to about twice the enhanced normalized
NME than the other three ones. It can be understood from
Eq. (6) that the ⟨βF = 0|Ô0νP̂ J=0P̂ NI P̂ ZI |βI = 0⟩ for 48Ca-Ti
does not change by the PNP, while the normalization factor
NF for the daughter nucleus 48Ti is increased, resulting in the
enhanced normalized NME.

Figure 7 displays our final NMEs for the 0νββ decay in
comparison with those by the ISM [23], renormalized QRPA
(RQRPA) [30], PHFB [33], NREDF (D1S) [34], and the IBM2
[32]. There are also other calculations that are not taken
for comparison. Here, only the calculations considering the
SRC effect with the UCOM [except for the IBM2 calculation
with the coupled-cluster model (CCM)] and using the radius
parameter R = 1.2A1/3 fm are adopted for comparison. The
values are given in Table II. Our results are among the largest
values of the existing calculations in most cases, except for
100Mo-Ru, 124Sn-Te, and 130Te-Xe. Moreover, the NME for
96Zr in both EDF-based calculations is significantly larger
than the other results, which can be traced back to the
overestimated collectivity. If the ground state of 96Zr was
taken as the pure spherical configuration, the NME becomes
5.64 (PC-PK1) and 3.94 (D1S), respectively. We note that
the consideration of higher order deformation in nuclear wave
functions, such as octupole deformation in 150Nd-Sm [58,59]
and triaxiality in 76Ge-Se [52,53] and 100Mo-Ru [60], is
expected to hinder the corresponding NMEs further in the DFT
calculation.

Table III lists the upper limits of the effective neutrino
mass ⟨mββ⟩ based on the present calculated NMEs for the
nuclei whose lower limits of the half-life T 0ν

1/2 for the 0νββ
decay have been recently measured [9,10,61–64]. The smallest
value (!0.11 eV) for the upper limit ⟨mββ⟩ is found based on
the combined results from KamLAND-Zen [9] and EXO-200
[8] collaborations for the 0νββ decay half-life (T 0ν

1/2 " 3.4 ×
1025 yr at 90% confidence level) of 136Xe. This value is closest
to but still larger than the estimated value (20–50 meV based
on the inverted hierarchy for neutrino masses [19]) by a factor
of 2–5.

TABLE II. The calculated NME M0ν of the 0νββ decay with the REDF (PC-PK1), in comparison with those by the NREDF (D1S),
RQRPA, PHFB, ISM, and IBM2. Only the results considering the short-range correlation (SRC) effect by UCOM, except for the IBM2 where
CCM is used and using the parameter R = 1.2A1/3 fm are adopted for comparison. The values in the parentheses are the results with additional
pairing fluctuations.

Models REDF(PC-PK1) NREDF(D1S) RQRPA (Tübingen) PHFB ISM IBM2
gA(0) 1.254 1.25 1.254 1.254 1.25 1.269

48Ca → 48Ti 2.94 2.37 (2.23) 0.85 2.38
76Ge → 76Se 6.13 4.60 (5.55) 5.17 2.81 6.16
82Se → 82Kr 5.40 4.22 (4.67) 5.32 2.64 4.99
96Zr → 96Mo 6.47 5.65 (6.50) 1.77 3.32 3.00
100Mo → 100Ru 6.58 5.08 (6.59) 3.88 7.22 4.50
116Cd → 116Sn 5.52 4.72 (5.35) 3.21 3.29
124Sn → 124Te 4.33 4.81 (5.79) 2.62 4.02
130Te → 130Xe 4.98 5.13 (6.40) 4.07 4.66 2.65 4.61
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What we hope: What we’ve got:

Current situation: 
Significant spread.  
Uncertainty hard to quantify.  
All the models miss important physics: omits correlations, omits single 
particle levels…
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Some models are built on single independent-particle state.

1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Protons s

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

Starting from one Slater determinant, 
e.g., the HF state , the ground state  | 0i
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But exact diagonalization in complete 
Hilbert space is not solvable.
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Protons Neutrons

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

We can define RPA operator: 

RPA:

Q†
⌫ =

X
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†
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The RPA ground state can be defined by
Q⌫ |RPAi = 0
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The RPA equation can be derived from 
equation of motion and quasi-boson 
approximation.
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Some models are built on single independent-particle state.
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Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

pnQRPA:

To apply to single-β and double-β 
decay, RPA must be modified in two 
ways: 

“Charge changing”.  
One-phonon excited states have 
one more proton and one fewer 
neutron. 

Include pairing. 
Replacing Slater determinants with 
quasiparticle vacua.Protons Neutrons
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1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

pnQRPA:

Pros:  
Large single-particle spaces in 
arbitrary single mean field. 
Explicitly treat proton-neutron 
pairing

Cons:  
Restrict to simple correlations. 
Built on small oscillation around a 
single mean field.

Protons Neutrons
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1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

Shell model (SM)

Diagonalizing the Heff in the 
orthonormal basis. 

Protons Neutrons

Same starting point . 
Instead of solving Schrödinger 
equation in complete Hilbert space, 
one restricts the dynamics in a 
configuration space. 

|0i
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Configuration interaction of 
orthonormal Slater determinants: 
|�̄ii =

X

j

cij | ji,
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h j | ki = �jk
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Review of different Nuclear Models
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Some models are built on single independent-particle state.

1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

Shell model (SM)

Pros:  
Arbitrarily complex correlations within 
the model space.

Cons:  
Relatively small configuration spaces.  

At present most of the 0νββ decay 
NME calculations carried out by SM 
are limited in one single shell.

Protons Neutrons



The Other Way Around…
1. Motivation  2. GCM   3. Correlation between NME and E2 4. Summary1. Double-β decay  2. GCM   3. Correlation between NME and E2 4. Summary1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary1. Double-β decay  2. Matrix element   3. GCM 4. Summary

Another way to build many-body states:
Instead of configuration interaction with orthogonal states, one can 
diagonalize the Hamiltonian in a set of non-orthogonal basis.

Nuclear Structure: Contrasting the Approaches
Starting point is always mean field(s)

+ + + + + · · ·· · · +

“Energy-Density Functional Theory” employs
Generator-Coordinate Method (GCM), which mixes many such
states with different collective properties.
Upcoming talk by T. Rodriguez

Other methods build on single independent-particle state.

QRPA: Large single-particle spaces
in arbitrary single mean field; simple
correlations and excitations within
the space.

Shell Model: Small single-particle
space in simple spherical mean field;
arbitrarily complex correlations within
the space.

IBM is somewhere in between, mapping matrix elements
from up to two shells but truncating to collective pairs.

Can we improve and combine these methods?

Can we avoid fitting parameters to data directly in heavy
nuclei? That’s not a bad thing, but makes it hard to estimate
accuracy when calculating something different from anything
ever measured.

The non-orthogonal states can be highly optimized, and hence reduce 
the dimension of basis states.

|�i =
X

j

cj | ji, Hjk = hj|H|ki
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Hjkck = E
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Njkck, Njk = hj|ki
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The EDF-GCM omits correlations. 
The shell model omits many single-
particle levels. 

Does the discrepancy come from 
methods themselves, or the interactions 
they use?

Both the shell model and the EDF-
based GCM could be missing important 
physics. 
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Generator Coordinate Method (GCM):  an approach that treats large-
amplitude fluctuations, which is essential for nuclei that cannot be 
approximated by a single mean field. 

However, the results of GCM based on energy density functional do not look good…
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Sure. My current achievement is the first step in this 
direction: Developed a Hamiltonian-based GCM in one 
and two (and possibly more) shells.

Let’s combine the virtues of both frameworks 
through an ab-initio GCM that includes all the 
important correlations in a large single-particle 
space!

More correlations, larger space.
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Using a realistic effective Hamiltonian. 
HFB states             with multipole constraints                .  
We are trying to include all possible collective correlations. 

Angular momentum and particle number projection 

Configuration mixing within GCM:   
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as [19,20]

M0ν = M0ν
GT − g2

V

g2
A

M0ν
F + M0ν

T

= 2R

πg2
A

! ∞

0
q dq ⟨F |

"

a,b

j0(qrab)[hGT(q)σ⃗a · σ⃗b + hF(q)] + j2(qrab)hT(q)[3σ1 · r⃗abσ2 · r⃗ab − σ1 · σ2]

q + E − (EI + EF )/2
τ+
a τ+

b |I ⟩ , (1)

where GT, F, and T refer to the Gamow-Teller, Fermi, and
tensor parts of the matrix element. The vector and axial
coupling constants are given by gV = 1 and gA ≈ 1.27, |I ⟩
and |F ⟩ are the ground-states of the initial and final nuclei, rab

is the distance between nucleons a and b, j0 and j2 are the
usual spherical Bessel functions, Ē is an average excitation
energy (to which the matrix element is not sensitive), and
the nuclear radius R = 1.2A1/3 fm makes the matrix element
dimensionless. The functions hF(q), hGT(q), and hT(q) contain
nucleon form factors and forbidden corrections to the weak
current. We modify our wave functions at short distances
with the “Argonne” correlation function [21]. A detailed
presentation of the form of the matrix element can be found in
Ref. [20].

The crucial ingredients in Eq. (1) are the initial and final
ground states |I ⟩ and |F ⟩. To obtain them, we use a shell-model
effective Hamiltonian Heff in a valence space whose size we
are free to choose. The first step in the GCM procedure is to
generate a set of reference quasiparticle vacua |ϕ(q1,q2, . . .)⟩
that provide the minimum energy such states can have while
constrained to also have expectation values qi = ⟨Oi⟩ for a set
of collective operators Oi . Here we take the operators Oi to be

O1 = Q20, O2 = Q22,

O3 = 1
2 (P0 + P

†
0 ), O4 = 1

2 (S0 + S
†
0), (2)

where

Q2M =
"

a

r2
aY 2M

a ,

P
†
0 = 1√

2

"

l

√
2l + 1 [c†l c

†
l ]L=0,J=1,T =0

000 ,

S
†
0 = 1√

2

"

l

√
2l + 1 [c†l c

†
l ]L=0,J=0,T =1

000 , (3)

with M labeling the angular-momentum z projection and a
labeling nucleons, and the brackets signifying the coupling
of orbital angular momentum, spin, and isospin to various
values, each of which has a z projection of zero. The operator
c
†
l creates a particle in the single-particle level with orbital

angular momentum l. The operator P
†
0 creates a correlated

isoscalar pair, and the operator S
†
0 a correlated isovector

neutron-proton pair. We actually only constrain one of the
two pair amplitudes at a time: the isoscalar amplitude when
computing M0ν

GT (and M0ν
T , which is small) and the isovector

amplitude when computing M0ν
F . The usual deformation

parameters β and γ are related to q1 ≡ ⟨Q20⟩ and q2 ≡ ⟨Q22⟩
by β = (χb2/ω0)

#
q2

1 + 2q2
2 (with b the oscillator length given

by 2R/
√

5 (3A/2)−1/6, ω0 = 41.2A−1/3, and χ = 0.28) and
γ = tan−1(

√
2q2/q1).

To efficiently include the effect of neutron-proton pairing,
we start, as in Ref. [14], from a Bogoliubov transformation that
mixes neutrons and protons, i.e., from quasiparticle operators
of the (schematic) form

α† ∼ upc†p + vpcp + unc
†
n + vncn. (4)

In the full equations single-particle states are summed over, so
that each of the coefficients u and v are replaced by matrices,
as described in Ref. [22]. We then solve constrained Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) equations, minimizing expectation
values of the form

⟨H ′⟩ = ⟨Heff⟩ − λZ(⟨NZ⟩ − Z) − λN (⟨NN ⟩ − N )

−
"

i

λi(⟨Oi⟩ − qi), (5)

where the NZ and NN are the proton and neutron number
operators, λZ and λN are corresponding Lagrange multipliers,
the sum over i includes up to three of the four Oi in Eq. (2),
and the other λi are Lagrange multipliers to constrain the
expectation values of those operators to qi . We solve these
equations many times, constraining each time to a different
point on a mesh in the space of qi .

Having obtained a set of HFB vacua with various amounts
of axial deformation, triaxial deformation, and isoscalar or
isovector pairing, we construct the GCM state by superposing
projected HFB vacua:

$$,J
NZσ

%
=

"

K,q

f JK
qσ |JMK; NZ; q⟩ , (6)

where |JMK; NZ; q⟩ ≡ P̂ J
MKP̂ N P̂ Z|ϕ(q)⟩ and q is short

for the set of all qi . Here, the P̂ ′s are projection operators
onto states with well-defined angular momentum J and z
component M , neutron number N , and proton number Z [23].
The weight functions f JK

qσ , where σ enumerates states with
the same quantum numbers, follow from the Hill-Wheeler
equations [23]

"

K ′,q ′

&
HJ

KK ′ (q; q ′) − EJ
σ N J

KK ′ (q; q ′)
'
f JK ′

q ′σ = 0, (7)

where the Hamiltonian kernelHJ
KK ′(q; q ′) and the norm kernel

N J
KK ′ (q; q ′) are given by

HJ
KK ′(q; q ′) = ⟨ϕ(q)| HeffP̂

J
KK ′ P̂

N P̂ Z |ϕ(q ′)⟩ ,

N J
KK ′ (q; q ′) = ⟨ϕ(q)| P̂ J

KK ′ P̂
N P̂ Z |ϕ(q ′)⟩ .

(8)

To solve Eq. (7), we first diagonalize the norm kernel N
and then use the nonzero eigenvalues and corresponding
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The first 2+-state energies and B(E2) given by Hamiltonian-based 
GCM are in great agreement with SM results.
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Axial deformation Proton-neutron pairing

Gamow-Teller and Fermi components, respectively. In
order to shed additional light on the structure of the
strength, we show in Fig. 2(b) the pairing energy !Epp

of the nuclei involved in the decay. This energy is defined
as the pairing tensor part [14,17] within the PNAMP
approach. We find a strong correlation between the struc-
ture of the NME and!Epp, both having maxima at similar
values of the deformation for mother and granddaughter
nuclei. This result is also in agreement with ISM and
QRPA calculations where the largest values for the NME
are obtained with well paired wave functions with large
zero seniority components in the spherical basis [4,7].

We now present the values of the NME [Eq. (4)] com-
puted for several double-beta emitters and compare with
the ones calculated with other methods that use similar
assumptions concerning the neutrino potentials. In Fig. 3
we observe that the NMEs are rather constant around an
averaged value of 4.7 for the decay of 76Ge, 82Se, 96Zr,
100Mo, 116Cd, 124Sn, 128Te, 130Te, and 136Xe, being 96Zr the
one with the largest value. In these nuclei, the differences
in deformation between the initial and final states are not
very significant and also the structure and absolute values
of the transition strength are quite similar. There are two
exceptions to this general trend, namely, 48Ca and 150Nd,

where the NME is significantly smaller. In the latter,
the difference between deformation of the mother and
granddaughter is remarkable (inset Fig. 1), and this is
precisely the main source of suppression of the NME. On
the other hand, due to the double magic character of 48Ca,
this nucleus has the smallest value for the pairing energy
and transition strength among the nuclei studied in this
work. Concerning the NME’s obtained by other methods,
we attribute first the small NMEs obtained by PHFB to the
reduced configuration space used and the lack of particle
number restoration and shape mixing in those calculations.
We also show that the lowest NMEs are obtained within the
ISM, a rather constant value around 2.5 except for 48Ca.
We expect that enlarging the model space used in the ISM
calculations will enhance the values of their NMEs
[4,9,22]. Considering higher seniority components in our
method by including quasiparticle excitations in the intrin-
sic wave functions may reduce our values slightly. Some
differences are also found between the GCM and QRPA
values. The main differences between these approaches are
the assumption of spherical symmetry in QRPA, the ab-
sence of quasiparticle excitations in the GCM approach,
and the much larger—and no core—single particle basis
used in GCM. Furthermore, neither triaxial, mirror, nor
time reversal symmetry breaking effects are included in
our GCM calculations because they are beyond current
computational capabilities. We expect that the inclusion
of these degrees of freedom will not significantly change
the structure of the ground states as the nuclei studied here
are either spherical or well deformed. To validate our
approach we have computed the total GT strengths Sþð!Þ
for the decay of granddaughter (mother) nuclei defined, for
example, in Ref. [23]. In Table I, we compare the calculated
Sþð!Þ with the experimental values measured in charge
exchange reactions. As in QRPA and ISM calculations, a
quenching factor of ð0:74Þ2 has been introduced [21,23].
Finally, we evaluate the half-life of each nuclei based on the
NMEcalculated with theGCMmethod. In Table I, we show
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FIG. 3 (color online). Nuclear matrix elements calculated for
different methods (ISM [5,22], QRPA(Jy) [8], QRPA(Tu) [7],
IBM-2 [12], PHFB [10]) with UCOM short-range correlations.
QRPA values are calculated with gA ¼ 1:25 and IBM-2 and
PHFB results are multiplied by 1.18 to account for the difference
between Jastrow and UCOM [29].
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Strength of the GT operator as a
function of the intrinsic deformation of the mother and grand-
daughter nuclei. Shaded area corresponds to the maximum
probability for finding the mother and granddaughter states.
(b) Pairing energies as a function of the intrinsic deformation.
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Triaxial deformation

T. Rodriguez and G. Martinez-Pinedo 
PRL 105, 252503 (2010)

Both theory and 
experiment indicate 
that 76Ge and 76Se are 
triaxially deformed, but 
the effect on 0νββ 
NMEs has never been 
investigated.

Which correlations are the most relevant to 0νββ NMEs?
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dependence of the GCM (solid) and
QRPA (dashed) 0νββ matrix elements on the strength gT =0 of the
isoscalar pairing interaction. The red (upper) and blue (lower) lines
of each type correspond to the interaction parameters extracted from
SkO′ and SkM*. The divergence in the QRPA near gT =0/ḡT =1 = 1.5
is discussed in the text.

To clarify this last statement, we show the GCM and QRPA
matrix elements as functions of gT =0/ḡT =1 in Fig. 2. The
QRPA curves lie slightly above their GCM counterparts until
gT =0/ḡT =1 reaches a critical value slightly larger than 1.5;
at that point a mean-field phase transition from an isovector
pair condensate to an isoscalar condensate causes the famous
QRPA “collapse.” The collapse is spurious, as the GCM results
show. Its presence in mean-field theory makes the QRPA
unreliable near the critical point. It is actually a bit of a
coincidence that the QRPA matrix elements in the table are
as close as they are to those of the GCM; a small change in
gT =0 would alter them substantially (though because it also
alters B(GT+) a lot, fitting to B(GT+) = 0.62 rather than
1.0 does not have a huge effect on the 0νββ matrix element).
The GCM result is not only better behaved near the critical
point but also, we believe, quite accurate. In the SO(8) model
used to test many-body methods in ββ decay many times,
the GCM result is nearly exact for all gT =0. That is not the
case for extensions of the QRPA that attempt to ameliorate
its shortcomings [32,33], though some of those work better
around the phase transition than others.

To show why the GCM behaves well, we dis-
play in the bottom right part of Fig. 3 the quantity
NφI

NφF
⟨φF |PF M̂0νPI |φI ⟩, where |φI ⟩ is a quasiparticle vac-

uum in 76Ge constrained to have isoscalar pairing amplitude
φI , φF is an analogous state in 76Se, PI , PF project onto states
with angular momentum zero and the appropriate values of
Z and N , and NφI

,NφF
normalize the projected states. This

quantity is the contribution to the 0νββ matrix element from
states with particular values of the initial and final isoscalar
pairing amplitudes. The contribution is positive around zero
condensation in the two nuclei and negative when the final
pairing amplitude is large. Thus the GCM states must contain
components with significant pn pairing when gT =0 is near its
fit value. The appearance of this plot is different from those
in which the matrix element is plotted versus initial and final
deformation [6– 8]. Here the matrix element is small or negative
even if the initial and final pairing amplitudes have the same
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Bottom right: NφI
NφF

⟨φF |PF M̂0ν

PI |φI ⟩ for projected quasiparticle vacua with different values of the
initial and final isoscalar pairing amplitudes φI and φF , from the
SkO′-based interaction (see text). Top and bottom left: Square of
collective wave functions in 76Ge and 76Se.

value, as long as that value is large. The behavior reflects the
qualitatively different effects of isovector and isoscalar pairs
on the matrix element [3], effects that have no analog in the
realm of deformation.

The weight function f in the GCM ansatz multiplies
nonorthogonal states and so is not really a “collective ground-
state wave function.” The object that does play that role is a
member of an orthogonalized set defined, e.g., in Refs. [4]
and [7]. The top and left parts of Fig. 3 show the square of
this collective wave function for 76Ge and 76Se, with gT =0

set both to zero and the fit value. It is clear in both nuclei,
but particularly in 76Se, that the isoscalar pairing interaction
pushes the wave function into regions of large φ, where
the matrix element in the bottom right panel is significantly
reduced. It is also clear that for gT =0 ̸= 0 the collective wave
functions are far from the Gaussians that one would obtain in
the harmonic (QRPA) approximation. Isoscalar pairing really
is, and must be treated as, a large-amplitude mode.

We turn finally to the more realistic calculation that includes
both deformation and the pn pairing amplitude as generator
coordinates. We fit the couplings in H just as described earlier;
the strength of the quadrupole interaction no longer vanishes
and some of the other parameters change slightly: gT =1

0 = 0.90
for the interaction based on SkO′ and 0.79 for that based on
SkM*, and gT =0 = 1.75 for SkO′ and 1.51 for SkM*, in units
of ḡT =1. The calculated B(GT+) in both cases is larger than the
experimental data with or without quenching, which therefore
does not affect the value of gT =0.

First we analyze the influence of the number and
angular-momentum projection on energy. The bottom part
of Fig. 1 shows the projected potential energy surfaces
⟨β,φ|PHP |β,φ⟩ for two values of φ, along with the
unprojected surface from the top part of the panel. Projecting
at φ = 0 without including pn interactions, the figure shows,
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Cranked Nilsson–Strutinsky calculations were again used to interpret the
nature of these bands. Comparison with the calculations suggest that these
high moment of inertia sequences are most likely associated with a new shape
minimum for strongly deformed (ε2 ∼ 0.37) triaxial (γ ∼ 25◦) structures,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is suggested that they have a common
configuration component involving two neutron holes in the h11/2[505]11/2

orbital and two neutron holes in the highest Nosc = 4 orbital (along with the
well known triaxial driving i13/2 proton). A valley of favoured shell energy
in deformation and particle-number space is formed below these neutron
orbitals at triaxial shape. It can be traced through collective bands in Dy
nuclei, over the new bands in 157,158Er to TSD bands in Lu nuclei [26].

Fig. 3. Calculated potential energy surfaces versus quadrupole deformation ε2 and
triaxiality parameter γ for spin I = 45 for (parity, signature) = (π, α) = (−, 1) in
158Er. Energy contours are 0.2 MeV. Note the coexistence of competing nuclear
shape minima for (i) near prolate, (ii) near oblate and (iii) triaxial strongly de-
formed. It is the latter which we suggest may be associated with the experimental
sequences displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 displays a typical potential energy surface, which shows three co-
existing minima at spin 45 for near prolate, near oblate and triaxial strongly
deformed shapes. These shape minima coexist over a broad range of spin
values with the TSD minimum coming yrast or close to yrast at spin ∼ 60!,
see also Ref. [9].
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Neutron-proton correlation

Isovector (T=1, S=0) pairings à Fermi matrix element
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nature of these bands. Comparison with the calculations suggest that these
high moment of inertia sequences are most likely associated with a new shape
minimum for strongly deformed (ε2 ∼ 0.37) triaxial (γ ∼ 25◦) structures,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is suggested that they have a common
configuration component involving two neutron holes in the h11/2[505]11/2

orbital and two neutron holes in the highest Nosc = 4 orbital (along with the
well known triaxial driving i13/2 proton). A valley of favoured shell energy
in deformation and particle-number space is formed below these neutron
orbitals at triaxial shape. It can be traced through collective bands in Dy
nuclei, over the new bands in 157,158Er to TSD bands in Lu nuclei [26].

Fig. 3. Calculated potential energy surfaces versus quadrupole deformation ε2 and
triaxiality parameter γ for spin I = 45 for (parity, signature) = (π, α) = (−, 1) in
158Er. Energy contours are 0.2 MeV. Note the coexistence of competing nuclear
shape minima for (i) near prolate, (ii) near oblate and (iii) triaxial strongly de-
formed. It is the latter which we suggest may be associated with the experimental
sequences displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 displays a typical potential energy surface, which shows three co-
existing minima at spin 45 for near prolate, near oblate and triaxial strongly
deformed shapes. These shape minima coexist over a broad range of spin
values with the TSD minimum coming yrast or close to yrast at spin ∼ 60!,
see also Ref. [9].
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FIG. 1. GCM results for the Gamow-Teller part of 0νββ matrix
elements of 48Ca, 54Ti, and 54Cr, compared with the results of exact
diagonalization.

eigenvectors to construct a set of “natural states.” Finally,
we diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the space of these natural
states to obtain the GCM states |#J

NZσ ⟩ (for details, see
Refs. [24,25]). We carry out this entire procedure in both the
initial and final nucleus, using the lowest J = 0 states in each
as the ground states between which we sandwich the 0νββ
operator to obtain the matrix element M0ν from Eq. (1).

III. TESTS IN A SINGLE SHELL

Before undertaking a two-major-shell calculation, we need
to test our GCM with a realistic interaction in a model space
small enough to allow exact diagonalization. We begin by
performing GCM calculations in the pf shell, comprising
the 0f7/2, 0f5/2, 1p3/2, and 1p1/2 orbits. Using use the
KB3G interaction [26], which accounts successfully for the
spectroscopy, electromagnetic and Gamow-Teller transitions,
and deformation of pf -shell nuclei [27], we compute the 0νββ
matrix elements of 48Ca, 54Ti, and 54Cr. Although the last
two nuclei are not candidates for an experiment, they offer
opportunities to test the GCM. Because these nuclei show
no evidence of triaxial deformation, we need only use the
axial quadrupole moment q1 ≡ ⟨Q20⟩ and isoscalar-pairing
amplitude φ ≡ q3 = 1/2 ⟨P0 + P

†
0 ⟩ as generator coordinates

for the computation of M0ν
GT.

Figure 1 shows the GT matrix elements that result from this
procedure, alongside those coming from exact diagonalization.
To highlight the effects of isoscalar pairing in the GCM,
we present the results of two separate GCM calculations.
In the first, as in Ref. [16], we set all the two-body matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian with angular momentum J =
1 and isospin T = 0 to zero, because those are the ones
through which isoscalar pairing acts. The resulting GT matrix
elements overestimate the exact one substantially. In the
second calculation, we use the full KB3G interaction, with the
result that the matrix element decreases, coming quite close
to the exact one. The sensitivity to isoscalar pairing, pointed

out long ago for the QRPA in Refs. [28,29] and more recently
for the GCM and shell model in Refs. [14,16], shows that the
neutron-proton mixing in our HFB states is essential. The good
agreement with exact diagonalization suggests that once it is
included, we are not omitting anything of importance.

We turn now to one of the nuclei in which we are really
interested, 76Ge, used or to be used in many ββ experiments
[30– 33]. Shell-model calculations of the 0νββ decay of this
nucleus [5,6,34,35] have usually been set in the so-called
f 5pg9 space, comprising the 0f5/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, and 0g9/2
orbits, and have employed either the JUN45 [36] or GCN2850
[37] Hamiltonian. The f 5pg9 model space is not a complete
major shell; it includes levels from two different major shells
and is missing, in particular, the spin-orbit partners of the 0f5/2
and 0g9/2 orbits. We discuss the effects of including these and
other orbits later.

As we already mentioned, both theory [38,39] and ex-
periment [18,40] indicate triaxial deformation in low-lying
states of even-even Ge and Se isotopes near A = 76. Our
calculations predict it as well. Figure 2 displays the 76Ge
and 76Se quantum-number-projected potential-energy surfaces
(PESs), at isoscalar-pairing amplitude φ = 0, produced by
the GCM with the GCN2850 interaction. The minimum is

FIG. 2. Projected potential-energy surfaces produced by the
GCN2850 interaction, with the isoscalar-pairing amplitude φ = 0,
in the (β,γ ) plane for 76Ge and 76Se.
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Cranked Nilsson–Strutinsky calculations were again used to interpret the
nature of these bands. Comparison with the calculations suggest that these
high moment of inertia sequences are most likely associated with a new shape
minimum for strongly deformed (ε2 ∼ 0.37) triaxial (γ ∼ 25◦) structures,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is suggested that they have a common
configuration component involving two neutron holes in the h11/2[505]11/2

orbital and two neutron holes in the highest Nosc = 4 orbital (along with the
well known triaxial driving i13/2 proton). A valley of favoured shell energy
in deformation and particle-number space is formed below these neutron
orbitals at triaxial shape. It can be traced through collective bands in Dy
nuclei, over the new bands in 157,158Er to TSD bands in Lu nuclei [26].

Fig. 3. Calculated potential energy surfaces versus quadrupole deformation ε2 and
triaxiality parameter γ for spin I = 45 for (parity, signature) = (π, α) = (−, 1) in
158Er. Energy contours are 0.2 MeV. Note the coexistence of competing nuclear
shape minima for (i) near prolate, (ii) near oblate and (iii) triaxial strongly de-
formed. It is the latter which we suggest may be associated with the experimental
sequences displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 displays a typical potential energy surface, which shows three co-
existing minima at spin 45 for near prolate, near oblate and triaxial strongly
deformed shapes. These shape minima coexist over a broad range of spin
values with the TSD minimum coming yrast or close to yrast at spin ∼ 60!,
see also Ref. [9].
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FIG. 3. Low-lying excitation spectra of 76Ge and 76Se produced
in one shell by the GCM with the GCN2850 interaction, with and
without triaxial deformation (labeled by the parameter γ ). The results
from the exact diagonalization of the shell-model Hamiltonian appear
for comparison [41].

at β2 = 0.24, γ = 30◦ in 76Ge, a result that agrees well
with those of EDF-based GCM calculations [38], and at
β2 = 0.30, γ = 51◦ in 76Se. In addition to this “static”
triaxial deformation (the deformation that would obtain in a
pure mean-field calculation), dynamical triaxial deformation,
produced by fluctuations around the dominant mean field, arise
from the γ -soft PESs in both isotopes. The GCM, which mixes
states with a range of γ values, incorporates these dynamical
effects.

Our complete calculations include as generator coordinates
both deformation parameters q1 and q2 (or equivalently β and
γ ) as well as one of the proton-neutron-pairing parameters
q3 and q4. We can assess the effects of triaxial shape
fluctuations by including or excluding triaxially deformed
configurations from the set of GCM basis states. Including
them has clear effects on spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows the
spectra of low-lying 0+ and 2+ states in the two important
A = 76 isotopes with GCN2850; triaxial shapes improve the
excited-state energies significantly in both nuclei. The values
for the strength B(E2; 0+ → 2+) are affected in a similar way.
With triaxial deformation (and with the usual effective charges
eeff
p = 1.5e and eeff

n = 0.5e) the values in e2b2 are 0.169 in 76Ge
(vs the exact-diagonalization value of 0.158) and 0.251 in 76Se
(vs the exact value of 0.209). Without triaxial deformation the
numbers are smaller: 0.159 in 76Ge, and 0.236 in 76Se.

Triaxial deformation has a non-negligible effect on the
0νββ matrix element as well. As Table I shows, our full
GCM calculation gives values for the matrix elements M0ν

that are about 10% smaller than the results obtained without
triaxially deformed configurations. The full matrix elements,
though slightly suppressed, are in good agreement with those
of exact diagonalization (in this calculation only, we neglected
the very small matrix element M0ν

T ). The GCM approach
with neutron-proton pairing indeed captures most of the
correlations around the Fermi surface that are important for
0νββ decay. The small discrepancy may be due to fluctuations
in like-particle pairing, which we do not treat here but which,
according to the EDF-based work of Ref. [12], increase 0νββ

TABLE I. Matrix elements M0ν produced in the GCM by
GCN2850 and JUN45 for the decay of 76Ge, with and without triaxial
deformation as a generator coordinate, and by those same interactions
with exact diagonalization.

GCN2850 JUN45

Axial GCM 2.93 3.51
Triaxial GCM 2.56 3.16
Exact 2.81 [6] 3.37 [35]

matrix elements slightly. We could include those fluctuations,
but at the cost of a considerable increase in computing time.

IV. RESULTS IN TWO SHELLS

The promise of the Hamiltonian-based GCM is an eventual
ab initio calculation. Here we take a step in that direction by
working in the full fp-sdg two-shell space. The number of
states for A = 76 nuclei in this space is still too large for exact
diagonalization.

Before considering Ge and Se, we make one more test, for
48Ca, the one experimental candidate in which an exact two-
shell calculation is almost possible at present. Reference [4]
uses the SDPFMU-DB interaction, with the omission of some
cross-shell excitations, to compute the 0νββ matrix element
nearly exactly. Our GCM result, 1.082, is close to 1.073, the
result of Ref. [4], and suggests in addition that the cross-shell
excitations neglected in that paper really are unimportant. With
some confidence in the performance of the GCM in two shells,
we turn to the decay of 76Ge.

The first issue we must grapple with in this midshell nucleus
is what to use for the valence-space Hamiltonian. In Ref. [14]
the authors used a multiseparable collective Hamiltonian that
we wish to improve on here. The size of the two-shell space,
however, makes the usual procedure, in which shell-model
Hamiltonians are tuned to data, difficult to follow; furthermore,
there are no well-tested Hamiltonians for this space on the
market. The first step in the usual approach is to produce an
initial valence-space Hamiltonian, traditionally in many-body
perturbation theory. Deficiencies in the many-body method
are then remedied by tuning single-particle energies and
interaction matrix elements to experimental data. Here we must
settle for adjusting only single-particle energies. The tuning of
interaction matrix elements requires repeated calculations that
are simply too time consuming.

Although nonperturbative methods such as the in-medium
similarity renormalization group can produce shell-model
Hamiltonians [42,43], they have not been tested systematically
for valence spaces larger than one major harmonic-oscillator
shell. We therefore use the extended Krenciglowa-Kuo (EKK)
variant [17] of many-body perturbation theory, suitable for
nondegenerate valence spaces, to construct an effective Hamil-
tonian from a third-order Q-box in the pf -sdg shell. (The orig-
inal Krenciglowa-Kuo method was first presented in Ref. [44]).
We begin from the 1.8/2.0 two- plus three-nucleon (3N)
chiral interaction of Refs. [45,46]; the interaction reproduces
ground-state energies across the light- and medium-mass
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FIG. 6. Calculated low-lying excitation spectra of 76Ge and 76Se
produced by the Hamiltonian pf sdg alongside the exact result with
GCN2850 in one shell and experimental data [54].

the renormalization required to correct the one-shell transition
rates.

We turn finally to the 0νββ matrix elements, which appear
in Table II. The total matrix element, once triaxial deformation
is included, is only slightly smaller than that from GCN2850 in
a single shell (the second entry in the first column of Table I).

Though our interaction is clearly not perfect, the result
suggests that enlarging the space further may not dramatically
change the matrix element, though gradual but continual
changes with the addition of successive shells cannot be ruled
out. It also shows the importance of including triaxial shapes
in larger spaces.

Figure 7 summarizes our ββ results. For the decay of 48Ca,
as noted, we reproduce the exact-shell-model results nearly
perfectly in both one and two shells. For the decay of 76Ge (and
82Se) in a single shell, the GCM reproduces the exact result
well enough, with two different effective interactions. And in
two shells, with a brand new effective interaction, it obtains a
result that is only slightly different from the GCN2850 result
in one shell.

An important caveat, in addition to those already men-
tioned: We really ought to be using an effective 0νββ operator
to accompany our effective interaction, as in Refs. [55] and
[56]. Those papers lead us to suspect a change of 20% or less
from an effective decay operator in two shells. In any event,
because we made significant phenomenological adjustments to
the single-particle energies in the prototype calculation here,

TABLE II. GCM results for the Gamow-Teller (M0ν
GT), Fermi

(M0ν
F ), and tensor (M0ν

T ) 0νββ matrix elements for the decay of 76Ge
in two shells, without and with triaxial deformation.

Axial Triaxial

M0ν
GT 3.18 1.99

− g2
V

g2
A

M0ν
F 0.55 0.38

M0ν
T −0.01 −0.02

Total M0ν 3.72 2.35

FIG. 7. GCM matrix elements M0ν compared with those of the
shell-model (SM), with either the JUN45 [35], CN2850 [6] KB3G
[16], or SDPFMU-DB [4] interactions. The term pf sdg denotes the
two-shell interaction used here for A ≈ 80 nuclei.

we cannot systematically construct the decay operator that
should accompany the effective interaction.

V. SUMMARY

The perfect many-body method will include all possible
correlations in an infinitely large space. One step on the way
to that ideal is to enlarge the single-particle space for the
shell model, a method that includes all correlations within
that space. Here we have approximately diagonalized a shell-
model Hamiltonian and computed the 0νββ transition matrix
elements for the decay of 76Ge and 82Se in two major shells,
a space well beyond what is typically used. Tests in a single
shell, and in two shells for the light pf -shell isotope 48Ca, show
that the our approximation method includes the most important
correlations. Our first-of-its-kind two-shell calculation in 76Ge
suggests a small effect from the extra single-particle orbitals
and represents a significant step on the road to accurate ββ
matrix elements.

There are at least two ways forward from here. We should
use a better effective Hamiltonian, either by normal-ordering
with respect to an ensemble reference [51] that better includes
bulk effects of three-nucleon forces far from closed shells,
or by careful tuning of the interaction. The second option,
besides being very difficult, would make it impossible to
develop a consistent effective operator, but the first should
be pursued. One can also use our GCM wave functions as a
starting point for refinement by the “multireference” version
of the In-Medium Similarity Renormalization Group. Work in
that direction is in progress.
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FIG. 3. Calculated 0νββ NMEs, compared to the values given by
SM (denoted by “ISM-CMU”) [9,10], EDF-based GCM employed
non-relativistic Gogny D1S force (denoted by “NREDF”) [29] and
relativistic PC-PK1 force (denoted by “REDF”) [30].

PC-PK1 force. It can be seen that previous GCM calculations
produce NMEs which are more than two times larger than
the SM ones. In contrast, with our Hamiltonian-based GCM
calculations we obtain NMEs that are about only 30% larger
than the SM results, significantly reducing the long-debated
discrepancy between previous GCM and SM predictions.

To further understand this 30% overestimation given by our
GCM calculations, the values for the 0νββ decay NMEs of
124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe are listed in Table III, where we show
the Gamow-Teller, the Fermi, and the tensor contributions.
Generally, the Fermi and tensor parts of NMEs present good
agreement between our GCM calculations and SM calcula-
tions, while the Gamow-Teller part of NMEs are noticeably
larger in our GCM results, resulting in the 30% overestimation
in the total 0νββ NMEs.

The analysis of the 0νββ NME is extended by looking at
the decomposition of the NMEs over the angular momentum
I of the proton (or neutron) pairs (see Eq. (B4) in Ref. [52]),
called I -pair decomposition. In this case, the NME can be

TABLE III. The NMEs obtained with SVD Hamiltonian by using
GCM and SM for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe. The SM results are taken
from Refs. [9,10]. CD-Bonn SRC parametrization was used.

M0ν
GT M0ν

F M0ν
T M0ν

124Sn GCM 2.48 −0.51 −0.03 2.76
SM 1.85 −0.47 −0.01 2.15

130Te GCM 2.25 −0.47 −0.02 2.52
SM 1.66 −0.44 −0.01 1.94

136Xe GCM 2.17 −0.32 −0.02 2.35
SM 1.50 −0.40 −0.01 1.76

FIG. 4. I -pair decomposition: contributions to the Gamow-Teller
matrix elements for the 0νββ decay of 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe from
the configurations when two initial neutrons and two final protons
have a certain total spin I , compared to SM [9,10] calculations. CD-
Bonn SRC parametrization was used.

written as Mα =
!

I Mα (I ), where Mα (I ) represent the con-
tributions from each pair-spin I to the α part of the NME.
To analyze the deviation between the M0ν

GT given by GCM
and SM, Fig. 4 presents the I -pair decomposition for the
Gamow-Teller part of our calculated 0νββ NMEs, compared
to the one calculated by SM [9,10]. The bars in Figs. 4 can
be added directly to get the Gamow-Teller part of NMEs.
As we can see, the dramatic cancellation between the I = 0
and I = 2 contributions shown by the SM calculations is
reproduced perfectly by our GCM approach. However, SM
calculations give more negative contributions with I ! 4,

064324-5Fermi part agrees well. 
Gamow-Teller part is improved 
remarkably, but still ~30% overestimated. 
WHY?

CFJ, M. Horoi, and A. Neacsu, PRC 98, 064324 (2018)

Is shape + pn pairing correlations good enough?
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<latexit sha1_base64="5v13Ff5Z22EKbtqET2Zk4X5ZWrQ=">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</latexit>

where  represent the contribution 
from each pair-spin I to the  part of 
the NME.

M0⌫
↵ (I)

<latexit sha1_base64="uNAQq/dh6f80bUHfrCyRsNuJPoo=">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</latexit>

↵
<latexit sha1_base64="O3rO1plvp4KOUqQDYQaggdhhPz8=">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</latexit>

GCM reproduces well the cancellation between the I = 0 and I = 2 
contributions. 
GCM barely produce any contributions with I ⩾ 4.

CFJ, M. Horoi, and A. Neacsu, PRC 98, 064324 (2018)

0νββ Decay NME for Sn, Te, and Xe
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Missing high-seniority correlations? 
Vibrational, quasiparticle excitation, etc...

CFJ, M. Horoi, and A. Neacsu, PRC 98, 064324 (2018)

0νββ Decay NME for Sn, Te, and Xe



The fourth question to answer

So shape + pn pairing correlations is not enough. 
How to pin down all the correlations that are relevant?

1. Education  2. Research experiences   3. Research lecture  4. Trial teaching

Starts from the HF minimum.

En
er

gy

The HF minimum

Space of Slater determinants

| HFi
<latexit sha1_base64="rmU9SBj+EEn9801Nv/kvRTY/B5c=">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</latexit>

| (Z)i
<latexit sha1_base64="RRTGsW38L9Ae6/PtiGmatdsJYnc=">AAAP3nictVdbbxtFFHbLrQSatPDIy4gqko3dYLuV4MVSA6QYqaAUJW6VTHaZXY/tsXfX7uxsabQeCV54ACFe+V288T/4AZy57MVrOxSptWR7fK7f+c6Z8ay3CFgs2u2/r11/48233n7nxrs7771/c3fv1u0PBvE84T499efBnD/1SEwDFtFTwURAny44JaEX0Cfe7Eulf/Kc8pjNoxNxuaAXIRlHbMR8IkDk3r75z/63TtrGUSLdFAv6QqRfn0jZwyNO/LT7vUzxgqGxe+h0JWaRcFL4HIlL6baXz5ZDeOOAROOAotESx0nopqTlSeM9ddt1MOAg82RjUo6v5A38nPopjtk4JNIl2B/OxYrIkymYNbFHeHok79aPXNY8ckeNTwGKIIlLnKb+9pzmkmGuYWC8s1bQw9dbz0NbzitC++rY725Cm5F/fm+F66mhf0JEyqV2WVHP1tR3X1f3dJK+RD1kKmJTiTBdxCyAeTW/lAWRDh6S8Zhyl2USd4qayFTfkel9iSCajTELJBpkiw0R1kTTPGiQr2YWnS9dTILFhNTbjRwn9qggMjPVv9Cp84lVIOMglUdzLZkxGWyytinPgHWuScnKAxpNXm1qPWBAFpyFVMozR3dqi9aWUQDIy6lqbATHeiIN6bAa2GhbyKJXn5kHQLYzio8nzG3DkHABMg/qmGXp8jQ5QpWootSy1qprX7bWEetOKGO0oRyNbTUN1wGzL4PPYDVjmc/RhvLQ/+ECZV3ZRNOR6rBjt+njk68OtzTROhwAqAIqRxlWmBHYLy8WEJ6N64r80BsSlE0RR1oB1CwrRWKyWPD5i3WFGlgTpRQkM0IFR9BpjR2SS/wFG48RTvP0V4+trenM4Vs0WR9T28hiKIo5WVcWfdajrTBhOD/WO6zIFCwYUqBfoNLI1bne4ZVBhGjNgllTT5is7yrVYJXZ1FXe2Tv7Gg4whLYmbq2qNpRnq1MgTTR9QgxpIMjWrQ/dzKA73RJ4gzFMMoRq9jBAILGQZUURqQWkhURMvFH66FEJHuplYvRNNZ1VnEnnpLROdZYDVJyvFf5LI1Pkf+SkdztXnHHbeYU8hvwN6VroZcaJN1QE4Nvst4xFKDDZDlCNCOw9dL6qyB1WnJXlhWXG7FmAWykJAv7HnJQjKtCeBo2juSBjjDV2xUQ974xqJGDTCVE9k670ETndK/tozhdT6ca4FwVEnb2xfVi3jXPpELQJTu2s1EuClW1qxQMlzpBWoTe2oDbVlHAjfVWJ5lESepSjAsagCmOwGcbplTAQrvKHVhpTQpJfEHb2l/g4ZsU0maMN9HAg17M/ANTQR3fM8oO7ZwWW01yO6bOEPbfK+lkD5QH7S314Zre2HlztViWYs/FEEM7nP6J+dvOko5GUS30fVMay4r8uVwVtsNabbYp8fRlcYrgZwu3V6NSJZC4bRmy0s9zTjtJ0Jl+iiBaqWFyRWHM/2WC5hlDxAfl72aVouuwvZ0WrlOPM2vjurHdkJd9lkpZdlgLMyiAgl+W7Dw8mmWZpe2h/u7futA/a+oXWFx27uFOzr2P31l94OPeTkEbCD0gcn3faC3GREi6YH1C5g5OYLuDyRMb0HJYRCWl8kerHU4n2QTJEozmHdwQnlJKWPVISxvFl6IGlGva4qlPCTbrzRIw+v0hZtEgEjXyTaJQESMyRetZFQ8apL4JLWBCfM8CK/AmBi4iAJ+IdIKFTLXl9MegedO4ddB/fv/Pg8CdDx43aR7WPa/Vap/ZZ7UGtXzuundb83fPdn3d/3f1t74e9X/Z+3/vDmF6/Zin8sLby2vvzX9B3wck=</latexit>

| (Z 0)i
<latexit sha1_base64="j4efNTOD4oV3p3MD1ItwVJD8sU4=">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</latexit>

Apply Thouless evolution to explore the energy 
landscape

| (Z)i = exp(Ẑ)| HFi
<latexit sha1_base64="Db4MlKqrpIC3C7XW6nteD3LgVQo=">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</latexit>

Solve the quasiparticle Tamm-Dancoff 
approximation (QTDA) to get QTDA operators Ẑ<latexit sha1_base64="O2cktkH/3wxP321Han+lpPFT/80=">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</latexit>

I proposed a novel idea to incorporate important correlations in GCM.

Union of the vibrational and rotational modes.
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TABLE II. The B(E2 : 0+
1 → 2+

1 ) (in e2b2) obtained with SVD
Hamiltonian by using CHFB-GCM [35], QTDA-driven GCM (this
work), and SM [44,45] for 124Sn, 124Te, 130Te, 130Xe, 136Xe, and
136Ba, compared to the adopted values [50].

124Sn 124Te 130Te 130Xe 136Xe 136Ba

CHFB-GCM 0.168 0.648 0.165 0.492 0.220 0.475
QTDA-GCM 0.137 0.547 0.145 0.415 0.180 0.418
SM 0.146 0.579 0.153 0.502 0.215 0.479
Adopted 0.162 0.560 0.297 0.634 0.217 0.413

that our QTDA-driven GCM has fewer reference states than
CHFB-GCM.

For the calculation of the reduced E2 transition probability
B(E2 : 0+

1 → 2+
1 ), we use the canonical effective charges

eeff
n = 0.5 e and eeff

p = 1.5 e for 130Te/Xe and 136Xe/Ba. For
124Sn/Te, we use eeff

n = 0.88 e and eeff
p = 1.88 e, which are

suggested for tin isotopes with no protons in the valence
space in Refs. [45,46]. The results are compared in Table II
against SM results [44,45], and CHFB-GCM [35], as well
as the experimentally adopted values [50]. We see a good
agreement among our QTDA-driven GCM, CHFB-GCM, and
SM calculations. Both GCM and SM calculations reproduce
well the adopted values with only a slight underestimation for
130Te and 130Xe. While the underestimation, also mentioned in
Ref. [44], suggests the effective charges should be adjusted,
for our purposes we are interested in comparison of the
calculations.

As an application of our QTDA-driven GCM, we compute
the values of 0νββ-decay matrix elements of 124Sn, 130Te, and
136Xe. The results are listed in Table III, where we show the
Gamow-Teller, the Fermi, and the tensor contributions respec-
tively. The total matrix elements given by QTDA-driven GCM
are smaller than those of CHFB-GCM, in closer agreement
with exact SM diagonalization.

In the closure approximation, one computes the 0νββ
matrix element of a two-body transition operator between the
initial and final ground states. Assuming an exchange of a
light Majorana neutrino with the usual left-handed currents,

TABLE III. Nuclear matrix elements obtained with SVD Hamil-
tonian by using CHFB-GCM [35], QTDA-driven GCM (this work),
and SM [44,45] for 124Sn, 130Te, and 136Xe. CD-Bonn SRC
parametrization was used.

M0ν
GT M0ν

F M0ν
T M0ν

124Sn CHFB-GCM 2.48 −0.51 −0.03 2.76
QTDA-GCM 2.08 −0.73 −0.01 2.53

SM 1.85 −0.47 −0.01 2.15
130Te CHFB-GCM 2.25 −0.47 −0.02 2.52

QTDA-GCM 1.97 −0.69 −0.01 2.39
SM 1.66 −0.44 −0.01 1.94

136Xe CHFB-GCM 2.17 −0.32 −0.02 2.35
QTDA-GCM 1.65 −0.50 −0.01 1.96

SM 1.50 −0.40 −0.01 1.76

the matrix element is [31]

M0ν = M0ν
GT −g2

V

g2
A

M0ν
F + M0ν

T , (19)

where GT, F, and T refer to the Gamow-Teller, Fermi, and
tensor parts of the matrix elements. The vector and axial
coupling constants are taken to be gV = 1 and gA = 1.254, re-
spectively. The wave functions are modified at short distances
using a Jastrow short-range correlation (SRC) function with
CD-Bonn parametrization [31,51].

The CHFB-GCM agrees well with the SM for the Fermi
contribution, but overestimates the Gamow-Teller contribu-
tion by about 30% [35]. By contrast, QTDA-driven GCM
improves considerably the agreement of the Gamow-Teller
contribution, although both Gamow-Teller and Fermi are
still slightly overestimated. This suggests correlations beyond
quadrupole and pn pairing are important.

In this paper, we present a new Hamiltonian-based GCM
calculation. In this approach, we include low-lying vibrational
modes, derived from QTDA, to evolve the HFB minimum
via Thouless’s theorem to generate reference states. These
reference states are then projected to have good particle
number and angular momentum. To show the reliability of
the new QTDA-driven GCM calculation, we apply it to
weakly deformed nuclides and 0νββ-decay candidate nuclei
pairs 124Sn/Te, 130Te/Xe, and 136Xe/Ba, and compared the
low-lying level spectra, the reduced E2 transition probabili-
ties B(E2 : 0+

1 → 2+
1 ), and the 0νββ-decay matrix elements

against exact diagonalization SM results, as well as CHFB-
GCM calculations based on the HFB states constrained to
different amounts of collectivity (i.e., deformation, isovector
pairing, isoscalar pairing, etc.), all using the same interaction
Hamiltonian. Our QTDA-driven GCM results are in reason-
able agreement with the SM, competitive with and in some
cases outperforming CHFB-GCM calculations.

In the near future we will investigate the efficiency of
QTDA-driven GCM; for example, K mixing by TDA modes
requires more burdensome computation, and it is worth see-
ing if it is practical to constrain it. In addition, we see
two avenues for further improvements. The first is to add
more reference states. Furthermore, one could evolve HFB
states constrained to quadrupole deformation, isoscalar pair-
ing correlation, etc., or simply combine the reference states
of CHFB- and QTDA-driven GCM; the results of Tables I
and II suggest this may be a useful or even necessary strategy.
The other option is, instead of QTDA, one could try quasipar-
ticle random-phase approximation (QRPA) operators, which
would incorporate two-particle two-hole components into the
ground state. While more complicated, this could improve the
description of the ground state, and hence a better description
of 0νββ-decay nuclear matrix elements needed to interpret
experiments.

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nu-
clear Physics, under Award No. DE-FG02-03ER41272, and
by U.S. Department of Energy Topical Collaboration Grant
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Inclusion of the vibrational motion 
and two-quasiparticle configurations 
is important.

The fourth question to answer
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0νββ decay is crucial probe for determining whether neutrinos are 
Majorana fermion. 
Hamiltonian-based GCM enables treatment of systems presently 
unreachable by other methods. 
Using vibration modes (e.g. QTDA) to build basis states around HFB 
shows improvement in nuclear structure aspects and 0νββ NMEs.

Next Steps from Here…
More reference states  

More QTDA phonons, or combine QTDA evolution with 
constrained HFB.  

Quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) operators. 
Effective Hamiltonian in larger space, or from ab initio non-
perturbative method. 

Target nuclei: 96Zr, 100Mo, 116Cd, 150Nd…
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